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Introduction
Outline of the Research
For the fine artist working within the field of print, wide format digital printing potentially offers
exciting new vistas for the production of printed artwork. However, although some common
ground exists between the predominantly industry led function of this technology and the
working practices of the printmaker, there has been very little transfer of information regarding
the question of how some of the quality and individuality traditionally associated with the
artists print may also be integrated into this new form of output. The project sought to identify
and develop specific working methodologies which can provide a definitive baseline for the
assimilation of a wider scope of printing capabilities; reflecting both past standards and
extending the medium beyond its current confines. The research aims to identify and develop
an artist-specific body of knowledge and approach to digital printing on two fronts
1. by researching and quantifying existing methods of processing digital images and image
files in relation to a range of specifically identified artists printing needs
2. by developing new, or appropriating past imaging and colour systems which may assist in
broadening the current scope of practice available through digitally based printing from a fine
art perspective
It was intended that through undertaking a major study in this area and demonstrating the
qualitative differences achievable by applying artist led methodologies, new range knowledge
may be generated which may also inform and assist an even broader scope of digital
practice.

Aims and objectives
The research project sought to identify approaches to digital printing which promoted the
possibility for both preserving a broad gamut of the established elements of practice
developed within the continuum of fine art print, while enabling it to expand on a broader
basis than currently available through the use of current digital print systems.
The project therefore aimed to:
• closely examine and assess current digital printing output in terms of established fine
art print practice
• quantify the effects of current standard image processing and colour systems on print
output in terms identifiable and useful to artists.
• Identify systems used outside the present confines of digital printing to develop
approaches which could be feasibly adapted for use with existing technology.
From the aims above the following objectives were devised.
• To assess the influence scanning modes, file types, colour profiles, pigments, dyes
and paper stocks have on the qualities of digitally printed output.
• To identify a broad range of imaging categories used by artists and assess the
various influences exerted upon them at the printing stage
• To examine how digital printing can more accurately reflect the nuances of onscreen
image construction
• To apply alternative colour printing techniques to those currently used in digital
printing systems through the adaptation of printer software
• To develop approaches for outputting multi layered images
Background to the Research
The use of computers as a tool for the creation of images has enabled a wide range of once
analogue procedures to be carried out virtually. From the perspective of the printmaker many
of the simplest to the most complex imaging techniques previously explored throughout the
history of the fine art print can be simulated digitally to create a digitally mediated image file.
While imaging software has been designed to encompass an infinite range of working
techniques, current output systems although also widely varied, are all fundamentally based
on a single standard reproductive mode. Anything produced on screen, no matter how it was
constructed, is synthesised through a standardised colour system and reproduced using
CMYK colours at the printing stage. This system, developed and refined by the printing
industry over the last century has proven to be the most cost efficient for reproducing a wide
range of image types on a commercial basis.
Throughout the twentieth, century the concept of “truth to materials” as observed by Gilmour
(1978) has been an overriding factor in establishing the autonomy of fine art print. By using
print for its own qualities she explains, artists have broken away from the immemorial
conception of a print as an imitation of works in the unique media. While this concept has
been around for some time, the idea of the ʻmedium conditioning the messageʼ still holds true
for printmakers in the 21st century. Roberts (1999) states in her catalogue essay for the into
the light exhibition, that “…the digital age is bringing with it an awareness of singularity and
personality in print and an appreciation of the surface qualities peculiar to each process”.
Although this statement refers to the use of digital technology with traditional printmaking
processes, it clearly reflects the continuity of the artists concern with marrying the conceptual
content with the physical characteristics of a print medium. Currently, with improvement and
accessibility of wide format digital printers, one of the main questions facing the continuum of
print is how can the ʻall digital approachʼ to print production maintain the rich diversity
previously associated with analogue printing.
Research Methods
To carry out the aims and objectives, the project sought to develop an artist-specific approach
to digital printing.
a) by quantifying existing methods of processing digital images and image files in relation to a
range of specifically identified artists printing needs

b) by developing new, or appropriating past imaging and colour systems to assist in
broadening the current scope of practice available through digitally based printing from a fine
art perspective.
The project initially focused on part 1 stated above. This sought to identify a range of
strengths and weaknesses fundamental to existing imaging technology from the artists
perspective. To do this chains of procedures typically and atypically used by artists to create
digital images were surveyed using an international cross section print practitioners.
Four main categories of imaging approach for generating images and committing them
hardcopy were identified as being central to the survey.
1. the single source and then print approach
2. the multiple scan, montage and print approach
3. the solely computer generated imaging and print approach
4. The hybrid approach
An initial survey of artists using ʻ all digital printing techniques,ʼ was carried out through a
series of print projects. As well as providing a forum for the production of artists work, these
enabled details of the particular chain of production to be recorded and analysed in relation
one of the three categories which best describe their working methods.
Details of scan type and resolution, file types, software working methods, image adjustment,
file saving, colour management and printing techniques were recorded.
From this data a range of types and sequences were identified and checked with the aim to
quantify the effect on the final print at each stage.
From this data a base line concerning influences governing the quality of a range of artist led
print productions were quantified. To check these findings further series of case studies were
carried out to compare the data with the particular working practices of 3 professional digital
printing studios.
Part 2 of the research sought to build on the results of part 1 of the study to develop ways of
taking the performance of printers beyond their current limitations. At this point the research
sought to examine specialized colour management and separation software to assess its
ability to
a) extend a printers capabilities beyond the standard limits
b) support the use of alternative colour sets to the CMYK standard
Along side these investigations the analysis of former non-standard colour high quality
analogue printing approaches such as those used by the collotype medium were be
undertaken to develop and integrate some of the principles of these techniques for use with
digital printing systems.
It was envisaged that this section would involve the possibility of customizing existing
software and printing technology to fulfil its aims. Trials to develop various hypothesis as to
how this could be achieved were carried out initially using CFPR equipment and expertise.
Promising results, especially in relation to the development of a multiple pass printing method
were then used to demonstrate potential through the production and exhibition of specific
artworks.
The results of the broad developments of the project were disseminated through a series of
specially curated exhibitions which invited a range of artists to produce work to addresses the
question how the ʻall digital approachʼ can maintain and extend the rich diversity previously
associated with analogue printing?

Part 1

To form an initial base line on which to conduct this study, Part 1 of the research identified a
series of elements that have become synonymous to fine art print. These included the
qualities of inks, papers and print surface. In order to see how some of these standards could
be reflected in digital print, an initial overview of digital practice was established through a
series of projects that incrementally developed the methodological means for gaining control
of artists digital printing needs. This first part of the research also surveyed the field and
outlined the various exhibitions and seminars used to disseminate the projects interim
findings.

ID of existing print qualities
With improvement and accessibility of wide format digital printers, artists have gained a new
means of creating and reproducing images. This development comes hand in hand with the
increased user friendliness of an expansive range of graphics based software, enabling a
multitude of tasks that were once performed by analogue means to be rendered digitally.
While digital technology has created new ways of interacting and communicating, in many
ways, as a graphic medium, itʼs function is largely imitative - digitally recreating and reflecting
established working methods, conventions and aesthetics from pre digital graphic and
photographic practice. For many, this offers a new and direct means of outputting and
disseminating artwork -as and when needed - using medias specifically designed for a broad
range of purposes.
The graphic based artist now has access to a full range of cutting edge techniques for printing
images that were once only available for the most sophisticated advertising campaigns or
publishing ventures. Added to (and also part of this), is the transition of most photographic
practice from analogue to digital, providing a commercial imperative for the industry to
convincingly emulate and match the imaging and media standards set by the long and
sophisticated development of analogue photography. With this, and the established status of
photography as a fine art medium, moves have been made by major manufacturers to
produce inkjet papers and inks that possess museum quality archival standards.
These improvements began just prior to this research project and have gained momentum
within the inkjet market throughout the duration of the project. As it is now possible for artists
to engage in the production of artworks –either graphic or photographic- that possess now
recognised archival qualities, it is perhaps time to look at the new medium in relation to those
that it has imitated (and in some cases replaced) to assess what it has added and what might
be added.
For this project, the research is largely undertaken from the perspective of fine art print and
seeks to examine the issues in relation to established values associated with printmaking
practice.
The integration of digital printing into the field of fine art print has not been an easy one, and
indeed it seems in some more traditional printmaking quarters it is still not fully accepted.
Much of this relates to revolve around the separation of the image making from the process of
printing, which in terms of the most formal of definitions of an ʻoriginal printʼ falls outside the
hard and fast definitions offered in the often quoted William Hayterʼs “Seven Degrees of
Originality”. However, this debate has continued since the 1960ʼs and has not visibly hindered
the scope of work that is practiced by artists and recognised and collected by major museums
in the context of the ʻoriginal printʼ.
From the perspective of this research, it is taken as a given that the field of digital and inkjet
printing is yet another process (like all the others used by printmakers) that has made a
transition from its original industrial application to that of an expressive one. As with other

processes to have made this leap, artists have appropriated practices and qualities from their
industrial heritage and also invented and added their own.
To form an initial base line on which to conduct this study, a series of elements that have
become synonymous to print have been identified. These elements were broken down into an
examination of inks, papers and range of surface qualities that have come to be associated
with fine art print practice.
ID of Artists Printmaking Papers

Prior to the development of machine made papers in the late nineteenth century the best
highest quality prints -whether they were commercial or artistic- were made on handmade rag
(linen) papers. This enabled the printer to capture the subtlety and detail of an impression
whilst also ensuring its durability. Additionally, the relatively stable, acid free qualities of this
paper promoted a natural longevity.
Due to the rapid growth of printing industry and the subsequent scarcity of sufficient quantities
of rags, new methods of papermaking were sought. One of the main solutions to this problem
came with the substitution of wood pulp for rag pulp. This ultimately made paper less
expensive and its development and refinement facilitated an unprecedented revolution in the
dissemination of knowledge through print. Wood pulp papers were manufactured to suit the
specialist needs of a myriad of high speed, high volume printing techniques, flooding the
market with a wide variety of new paper styles and refinements. However, despite their
sophistication, by comparison the new pulp papers were weaker and tended to discolour and
disintegrate more rapidly than earlier rag papers.
Machine made papers divide into two categories mould made and Fourdrinier. Mould made
paper is very expensive due to the very slow speed at which the machine is run and therefore
only the highest quality materials tend to be used in this process. There are also very few
mould made machines left running in the world, at one point there were only four left in
Europe and none in the USA.
For mould made paper the process starts with the pulp in a vat as in hand-made paper, in this
case the vat also contains a revolving cylinder covered in a fine steel mesh known as a
ʻDandy rollʼ, which is partially immersed in the watery pulp. The sheet is characterised by two
deckle edges. Production takes up to 20 minutes from start to finish, there is a difference in
properties and grain direction between the long and short directions of the paper but this grain
direction is not so pronounced as for commercially manufactured Fourdrinier papers.
Commercial mould mades include, Somerset, Arches, Zerkall and Fabriano.
The Fourdrinier machine is named after the Fourdrinier brothers who invented the machine in
1803 and this process accounts for the vast majority of all manufactured paper. Starting with
a pulp in low concentration in water, usually of a much lower quality than is the case in either
mould or hand made paper and is almost always wood. In contrast to the mould made paper
the length of manufacturing time from start to finish is usually in the realm of eight to ten

seconds. It is easier to see therefore that these papers have an extremely pronounced grain
direction and very little of the subtle characteristics of a hand made or mould made sheet. All
of the standard papers for ink jet apart from some of the specialist artists papers are made by
this process.
Although artists were faced with a broader choice, those involved with museum quality fine art
printing on the whole continued to favour the traditional, longer lasting rag papers. This
natural bias has been instrumental in sustaining a number of traditional papermaking
companies who still continue to manufacture rag papers in the traditional style, using a mould
made machine. The fibre content is made from cotton linters instead of the traditional best
quality linen, although linen, esparto, eucalyptus, kozo and mulberry are still used. While
many of the papers retain their traditional character, the industry has also benefited from the
papermaking revolution, with new types of rag papers being developed and tailored to meet
the needs of the contemporary print practitioner.
Categories of traditional artists papers
Two factors are generally influential when considering a good quality paper the first is sizing.
Paper with no size or surface coating added is called waterleaf; inks will bleed into the surface
in the same manner as blotting paper, which is a waterleaf type sheet. Sizing therefore gives
the paper a water resistance to a greater or lesser degree. It is achieved by the addition of
chemical additives, typical products used are the traditional gelatine and rosin and the more
recent Aquapel.
The second is whether the paper is acid free. Traditionally the use of rosin during sizing
meant that the rosin had to be adhered to the paper fibre with alum (an acidic compound).
Wood pulp is naturally acidic, therefore papers made with these combinations deteriorated in
a relatively short time. Good quality paper, is now balanced to a neutral pH and is termed acid
free, and is used when archival stability is required. Surface treatment is also a factor with
uncoated and traditional artists paper. If the surface has been calendared under heat to
produce a very smooth surface the paper tends to be referred to as Hot Press. If the surface
is left in the raw state and just demonstrates the surface of the blanket it has been couched
from it is known, as NOT this stands for ʻnot hot pressedʼ. The final common surface is rough
where the surface is deliberately given a rough artificial very toothed surface commonly
known as ROUGH.
Categories of traditional style artists papers for inkjet
Primarily artists paper for inkjet falls into two categories, uncoated and coated. Uncoated
papers are either the mould made or handmade sheets referred to above and range from
hand made Japanese through to unsized mould made papers such as Arches 88 developed
in the early 1970ʼs for Ken Tyler at the Gemini print studio, who wanted a smooth surfaced
waterleaf paper for screen printing. The problem with most uncoated paper is a reduced
gamut due to absorption of the inkjet layer into the paper fibre. This is not a problem if full
photographic rendition is not a requirement of the artist. Early inkjet and Iris prints on
uncoated artists paper have not all suffered from the lightfast problems associated with early
inkjet prints.
Coated papers such as Somerset Enhanced and the Hannamuhle are either based mould
made cotton linter sheets with a surface inject receptive layer, or Fourdrinier based alpha
cellulose sheets that are buffered to a neutral Ph and either coated in line, or have a surface
coating of an inkjet receptive layer. These papers have come into standard use with the
advent of pigmented inkjet inks.
Inks for artists
Traditionally, printing inks since Gutenberg have consisted of two main ingredients. Pigment
and binder. Ink in its simplest form is a means of transferring colour in a specific shape or
area onto a substrate (usually paper), and of bonding that colour to the surface of the paper.
This requires the colour to be in the form of pigment or dyestuff with a vehicle (in this case,
primarily oil) to bind the colour to the surface. This vehicle is usually referred to as either a
medium or a varnish. Ink may also contain: driers, to aid drying of ink in the mass or in bulk;

antioxidants, to slow drying; and other additives, to change properties such as hardness,
cracking or gloss.
For an artistʼs use, ink needs to have as few additives as possible. The less that is added to
an ink, the easier it is to control its function and to understand what might be needed to adjust
it for the particular purpose required. Linseed oil is still the primary ingredient. The only
discernible change is in the method of processing. Historically, linseed was literally burnt. The
length of time the oil burnt determined the viscosity, and therefore strength, of the oil. A short
period of burning resulted in a light copperplate oil. A long period resulted in strong oil. This
process does not fundamentally change the chemical composition of the oil, just renders it
more viscous. Oil-based typographic ink as used by Gutenberg did not change significantly
over the next three hundred years, apart from the addition of rosin to aid stiffness and to stop
the ink spreading when printed on the paper; plus litharge, or oxide of lead, which was used
as a drying agent.
Major changes to ink began to occur from the mid-nineteenth century onwards, the advent of
coal-tar dyes such as aniline purple invented by Perkins, paved the way for modern colour
chemistry and the parallel chemical developments in the pharmaceutical industry. By 1873,
when Perkin sold his dye company, the foundations of the European chemical industry were
already in place. His rivals were the companies that later became Bayer, Hoechst, BASF and
Ciba-Geigy, who now manufacture the materials for ink jet printing.
The second factor to accelerate ink development was greater speed in printing. The
introduction of steam-powered presses gave such speeds that ink characteristics had to
change. Not only were large numbers of sheets being printed, but the inking rollers were
consequently turning much faster; to enable this to happen the construction of ink for these
presses also had to change. Factors such as shear, tack, film weight and particularly drying
time became related to the more specialised machine that you were printing on.
The interesting period for the artist printmaker is that point in the early 20th century when ink
manufacture split. Commercial ink was manufactured for the high speed presses, and for a
while the older-style specialist inks were manufactured alongside the new products. By the
1970s, all these manufacturers (such as Mander Kidd, Johnson and Cumbers, Coates, etc.)
had given up making the specialist ink and concentrated on high-speed volume production. It
is at this point that traditional ink makers, such as Charbonell, became primarily producers of
ink for artists.
Ink for the commercial industry became more and more specialised, to the extent that the ink
manufacturers are ink mixers using liquid raw material to make their product. Unlike the small,
very specialised ink maker who can still make an artists single pigment lightfast ink from
available pigment in small batches, such specialist manufacturers are not only rare, they are
almost extinct.
Conversely ink jet ink, is made in quantity to very tight specifications and therefore by its very
nature is a generic product. Pigmented ink for wide format printing is primarily an aqueous
product with as much as 80% of its make up being water content, with a polymeric binder and
very finely ground pigment particles. For a period third party inks made by Lyson and similar
companies supplied a need for greater density of black and enhanced gamut that was not
fulfilled by the large manufacturers such as HP and Epson. However, with the latest
generation of machines which have up to twelve inks, the manufacturers own brand is the
preferred option for consistency and colour fidelity.
Print Surface: The role of surface in fine art print and the potential of digital to mirror
or extend these traditions.
As well as the image content and composition of a print, it is recognized by print specialists,
that the material qualities of a printʼs physical surface can also play a significant part in its
overall aesthetic. Each of the printing techniques used within the realm of fine art hold their
own distinct fingerprint and, as is frequently observed in print masterworks, their skilful and
often sympathetic manipulation can have an important bearing on the quality and power of the
image conveyed. The symbiotic relationship between image and technique is often
characterised by the concept ʻtruth to materialsʼ which describes the artistʼs direct
engagement with the qualities of a print medium or mediums. This primary engagement is

frequently cited as a principal element that gives print its autonomy amongst the other fine art
disciplines.
As is well documented in print literature, the different processes used by artists fit into a
number of universal categories i.e etching and engraving falls under the Intaglio category,
woodblock, wood engraving and lino printing under Relief and lithography and screenprint
under Planographic. Besides these categories implying the workings of each technique, there
is also a suggestion of what may be expected from the printed surface quality of each.
Therefore when we speak of intaglio printing we think of a certain surface topography which is
distinct from each of the others. Artists often exploit these qualities using techniques such as
screenprint to integrate into the image a characteristic, smooth, dense thick coverage of ink;
etching to provide an embossed, ink covered contour within the papers surface or lithography
to create a delicate but dense coverage of ink on paper. Whilst these all produce anything
from a subtle to a distinct surface contour in a single impression, the use of layering (multiprinting the sheet ) further emphasises the physical character of the print which can
sometimes go as far as suggesting the equivalent of relief in sculpture or impasto in painting.
Although textured and layered qualities are integral to some prints, others harness certain
techniques that can lay thin, flat, even layers of ink on the papers surface so that the papers
quality becomes a primary aspect of the images surface. While not uncommon in a fine art
print, this latter approach is one that is largely utilised for commercial printing.
By neutralising the physical character of the ink and using smooth paper, a more objective
approach to rendering the details of an image can be made. This assists in emphasising the
visual clarity of image and or text. Additionally, surface qualities similar to those created
through traditional processes can be simulated by incorporating their illusion as a component
of the image reproduced. The convincing quality of this 2D illusion however, relies on the
imaging fidelity of the printing process used.
The ability of offset lithography to provide credible reproductions of images and crisp text on
commercial papers made it one of the dominant printing processes of the 20th century. As a
result, its largely neutralised approach to reproduction has in recent times filtered through to
the development of inkjet printing. Like lithography, inkjet applies a thin flat layer of ink on
paper. In keeping with the surface engendered by lithography, the majority of inkjet papers
have also appropriated this aesthetic.
From examining these initial elements, the first phase of this research looks at the capacity of
the current generations of digital wide format printing technology to engage with the material,
archival and aesthetic qualities identified.

Digital baseline; initial testing
Developing a base line for the project:
To form a base line from which to quantify issues relating to the methodological control of
digital imaging and printing for artists, the project drew upon data established through a CFPR
project -The International Miniprint Portfolio 2000.
This project initially set out to provide a broad overview of the aesthetic possibilities of the
inkjet medium for artists. It aimed to produce, and subsequently exhibit a wide range of
images in print that had been created by a selection of artists from around the world. By
exploiting the uniquely transportable character of the digital file, the project sought to amass
and produce a body of work that was rendered in a single standard hardcopy format. This
was achieved by enlisting the use of a single printing and media source to obtain quantifiable
imaging and archival consistencies throughout the subsequent portfolio. The project was
undertaken with assistance from Hewlett Packard (see collaboration with HP) and involved
printing files sent to the CFPR by 80 invited artists from a diverse range of countries.
In addition to Hewlett Packards support, the printing paper for the project was supplied by St
Cuthbertʼs Mill (who had recently developed the first fine art type inkjet paper to be introduced
to the fine art market - Somerset Enhanced radiant white).

While the projectʼs principal aim was simply to edition the files for the portfolio, and facilitate a
series of exhibitions featuring the prints, the task highlighted numerous issues and problems
that an artist may encounter when creating and printing a digital image. Insights from this
project have been invaluable identifying the needs and subsequently developing
methodologies specific to artists inkjet printing.
Although there has been a dearth of information published about digital imaging and printing
for the commercial printing trade, the project was able to identify issues that specifically
related to artists practice, revealing how different combinations of capture devices, software
programmes, workflow methods and media hold an influences over the final output of their
work.
As a result of the subsequent research in analysing the strengths and weaknesses
encountered in producing this considerable cross section of artists prints, a number of
experiential insights were gained. These principally concerned methods for optimising
workflow for wide format printers- specifically in relation to those that employ the use of
pigmented inks and are used conjunction with artist quality inkjet papers.
To further supplement this work, an additional investigation into the possibilities for creating
bespoke colour profiles for maximising the quality of prints made on a number of popular
traditional fine art papers was undertaken. An ongoing CFPR observation and assessment of
the lightfast qualities inkjet pigments on a variety of papers has also been invaluable in
developing a baseline specific to the aims of the project.
The specifications set for the digital miniprint project Artists invited to participate in the
portfolio were requested to produce an image in one of the following formats - jpeg, tiff or pict.
The image size was set at 7 x 10 cm and a resolution of between 250-300 dots per inch was
recommended. Files created for the project were to be printed at the CFPR Bristol in a
number of ways
• via the mail on CDs,
• via the mail on floppy disks (still in use at the time),
• via email as an attachment and
• in some cases as an artwork in another media was sent and scanned at the CFPR
Once received, the files were proofed using the Centreʼs newly acquired HP DesignJet
5000ps 42” wideformat printer.
Production Methods
It was found that the majority of images received for the portfolio had been created or
processed through Photoshop. To prepare for printing, the files were inserted into a
QuarkXpress document. Once the initial proofs had been approved by the artist the same
workflow was employed, this time in a document positioning sixteen copies to fit a 188.8x
88.9mm sheet of Somerset Enhanced radiant white paper. The editioning process involved
saving the files as Postscript, exporting to an Onyx Postershop server and printing 5 sheets
(80 prints) of each artists work on HP DesignJet 5000ps using HP UV pigment based inks.
The crop marked, printed sheets were then hand cut into strips and guillotined to the paper
size of 20 x 25 cm before being collated into portfolios.
Observations
During the portfolioʼs production the following observations were made in relation to some of
the many factors influencing image quality that an artist may encounter. These were made
from the perspective of the final print and revealed some of the many pitfalls practitioners in
this emerging field may encounter in relation to creation/capture and transfer of images from
screen to hardcopy. For the project, a recommended image size of 7 x 10 cm was set. In
order to gain the maximum detail for each image, a resolution of 250dpi – 300dpi was set.
The file size therefore fell between 1.94 MB and 2.79 for colour images.
Most artists sent their work for printing on CD; therefore enabling the storage of the file
without any modification. Some however, chose to send their work via floppy disk (average
size about 1MB). Others chose email attachments. It was found that each of the latter
methods described required the introduction of image compression to fit the format. Although
it was assumed that this would not affect the image quality, a number of these artists noticed
a subtle loss of image and colour detail when they received their printed proof. In other cases

a loss of image quality occurred because the participant had overlooked the file
recommendations and sent their images at the resolution they saw on screen (72 dpi).
Whilst these were basic problems encountered other more complex and unexpected
problems arose. These included issues such as:
Missing profiles: In some cases, when opening a file an error message would appear
indicating an unknown profile, This was found to occur when an unidentified profile, had
become attached to a file during its creation but had not been transferred to the final file.
Sources of unknown profiles: It was found that this problem was frequently encountered when
•
•
•

RGB monitor profiles had been changed.
when a scanner or camera profile had not been transferred with the image.
When images created in a cmyk space with a special profiles attached did not
transfer successfully.

•
File corruption:
A problem frequently encountered during the production was located in the incidence of file
corruption. It was found that during the creation of the artwork -where the artist had proofed
the work on a desk top printer prior to it being sent to Bristol- that horizontal banding and
random colours shifts occurred during the printing. The problem was finally located in a tag
containing the initial desktop printers profile that had attached itself to the file. Although useful
if the print was to be produced only on the first printer, interference was found to occur when
used with another printer. File corruption was also found to take place when sending the
postscript file to the server where it was converted into a bitmap file.
Scanners and Cameras:
The artists choice and use of image capture devices such as scanners and cameras were
also found to be instrumental in causing unforeseen problems during the printing This mainly
came from not using such devices correctly. In some case colour and fine tonal detail did not
transfer accurately from scan, to file to print.
• Scanning: the artists expectations of how an image may look in relation to the final
print was sometimes let down by the initial scanning process. Inappropriate scanning
gear was sometimes located as the problem. Eg low quality scanners for high quality
transparencies etc. Also a lack of knowledge about how to obtain or correct tone and
colour detail in a scanned image was another source.
•

Cameras: As digital cameras held a relatively low resolution of around 640 x 480
pixels, with files sizes of around 1.2MB at the time of the production, any detail that
was cropped and enlarged from the file by the artist was often found to provide
insufficient detail in the print. Digital photographs in general were therefore found to
inferior to scanned photos from an analogue camera. The most successful images
were those taken in good lighting conditions, however scenes taken indoors or under
low lighting conditions often resulted in a grainy or pixelated appearance on paper.

•
Artists expectations in relation to proofing:
The project highlighted a number of anomalies and misconceptions in relation to digital
printmaking. This appeared to come from a vast degree of subjectivity inherent in the
technology available. These included sources such as:
• Monitors and monitor calibration
• Printers and printer calibration
Also highlighted was how information about colour could be communicated between the
maker of the image and the person printing the image.
Monitors
As evident in the production, many of the artists perceptions of their finished piece where
based on its display on the monitor on which the work was created. Because the project
included so many artists, it was difficult to ascertain whether the contributor had properly

calibrated the monitor – if indeed at all. Further to this, it also became evident that there was
no way for providing a soft proof view of the colour gamut of particular printer to be used for
the portfolios production.
Inksets
The HP5000 machine was originally delivered to the CFPR with a dye based ink set.
However, after our own initial lightfast testing we found that dye based inks on this paper
were incompatible. Hewlett Packard had just introduced a pigment inkset and therefore the
machine was converted to the pigment set. Although promising to last longer than the dye
based set, it became evident that colour gamut of the printer was now slightly reduced. To
optimise the results from the new gamut it was found that a new profile was also required to
match the paper and ink combination. This in turn led to the investigation of bespoke profiling
through the use of specialist profiling equipment and software.
Printers
To gain a preview of what the image may look like in hardcopy, some of the portfolio artists
had proofed their work on desktop printers. However, at the time of the production most
desktop printers contained dye based ink cartridges which produced a broader gamut than
the more archivally stable pigmented inks to be used for the portfolio. This, and the use of
different profiles than those used by the projects printer ultimately resulted in to differing
perceptions about the print quality of the proofs the artist received.
Papers
The choice of papers used by artists in pre proofing the work also had an influence on their
perceptions of the final print. The use of popular glossy photo papers for desktop printers in
conjunction with dye based inks further compounded the differences in perception between
the artists idea of the print quality and the pigmented ink proofs on the matt, Somerset
Enhanced papers.
Colour Perception and Communication
Due to the variables listed above, much communication was needed with the artists in order
to discover how the prints may be adjusted to meet some of the artists initial intentions. It
became clear however, that the way an artist may describe the changes needed did not
translate easily into the cmyk working methodology of the printer.
For example a request to make an image ʻless blueʼ required colour correction to both the
cyan and magenta channels and a range of proofs that indicated by increments the colour
changes that made the image less blue.
In some cases there appeared an incorrect colour transfer occurred in the achromatic areas
of an image – greys, browns, blacks, as these were difficult to render using CMYK colours.
For some neutral or black and white images these images appeared to have a greenish tinge.
Overcoming problems identified
As a result of identifying the common problems, a series of trial and error experiments were
undertaken. The following section describes a best practice for the generation, saving,
archiving and printing images. The main text applies to the problems encountered in the
project however, the text in italics provides more up to date information on these issues.
File corruption:
For files that appeared to have a printer tagged profile, the image file was converted to LAB
mode and saved. The file was then reopened and converted to an Adobe RGB colour mode
and saved as a new file. Any corrections made to the file after printing, this file was closed
and reopened from the original source RGB file, and any printer tag files were removed.
File tagging appears to be no longer a problem, possibly due to upgrades in software and
hardware devices and conversion methods. However it remains best practice to always save
new versions of files, as corrections or modifications are made, which serves as a reminder of
how the image was constructed).

File corruption that appeared as banding was over come by bypassing the print server, and
printing directly to the printer from the software. It appeared that we had more control over the
printer than by sending files to the print server.
It became quickly apparent that the direct method of printing from the application to the printer
enabled more control over image and colour. Whilst print servers are useful for speeding up
and managing image files, it was less of a problem for the Centreʼs method of working.
Accurate printing of achromatic colours:
The phenomena of an imageʼs achromatic colours gaining green or red casts during the
printing was found to relate to the transfer of files from the software, to the server and through
to the printer. It was observed that as the image files were processed at each stage of the
colour workflow, the neutrality of the blacks and greys were incrementally compromised.
However, by cutting down on the number of conversions in the workflow by bypassing the
server software - and only making corrections using the percentage levels in the printer
software (rather than using the software applications) - the problem could be avoided and the
print could be reliably proofed and adjusted where necessary.
(Updated note: The introduction of ʻQuad black ink setsʼ by ink manufacturers such as Lyson,
initially addressed the issues in gaining neutral blacks for inkjet printing. By marketing a
method for substituting a printers standard CMYK ink cartridges for a series of four grey to
black inks this problem was vastly reduced for black and white printing specialists. Possibly in
response to this, the next generation of inkjet printers designed by major manufacturers
included three blacks (eg a light, medium grey and black) as component of a printers full
colour set. As well as allowing neutral blacks to be gained more easilythis comprehensive
addition has also assisted in reproducing colours such as browns and olive greens).
Compression of Image files:
In response to the problems experienced with colour loss due to file compression, tests
revealed that of the two most common compression formats available, the least colour loss
was experienced in Tiff, LZW compression while compressed JPEG led to the most.
Uncompressed JPEG s however, were found to show little if any loss.
Larger capacity storage devices have now improved methods for transferring files. CD
burners have now become standard items on most computers. Additionally, low cost memory
sticks can be used to post information and transfer facilities such as FTP are available for
sending large files via the web. For the archiving of images, it is always best practice to save
image files with no compression.
Images
It was found that the two most useful colour modes to work in were Adobe RGB or LAB. To
ensure that files were opened in Adobe RGB, it was necessary to check that the software
colour setting had been pre set to Adobe RGB. This had to be undertaken before any files
were opened.
Working in Photoshop, the LAB colour mode was found to provide the widest available colour
gamut. It was also found to be the connection space between the software profile, the server
and the printer. However, as LAB held the widest colour gamut, anomalies were found to
occur during the printing due to the images colours falling outside the parameters of the
printerʼs narrower gamut. Symptoms of this could often be found in the white areas of an
image being printed as a light blue or a light yellow. Sometimes a loss of information in the
darker areas was experienced.
When working in LAB mode -prior to printing - it was found necessary to convert the image
file to Adobe RGB. This assisted in avoiding colour conversion problems that may occur
between the gamut of LAB and the gamut of the printer. Prior to printing any image it was
deemed best practice to make a copy from the original file and print from it. This ensured that
no file profile tagging that could corrupt the original image file would happen.
In preparing a file for printing by a third party, it was found useful to indicate what colour
space has been used, in order to reduce any colour translation problems that may occur
when opening on a different computer.
In using newly introduced pigmented inks and Somerset inkjet papers a need to create a
specific printer profile for the combination arose. As a result of making this profile the
possibility of creating bespoke colour profiles specifically for maximising the quality of prints

made on a number of popular traditional fine art papers was also investigated. This work was
also supplemented by the results of lightfast testing procedures for inkjet pigments on a
variety of papers.
Conclusions
The Digital Miniprint Portfolio project was a valuable key to the research in a number of ways.
Because the production entered uncharted territory for both the research centre and more
broadly the field of print, many of its objectives in hindsight proved to be somewhat naïve in
their ambition. The choice of file type was too broad, the format in which the files were sent
too varied and the expectations of how the prints would look were unclear to the participating
artists. However, by inadvertently opening the floodgates to a host of problems that could
arise in a digital print production, far more information was gleaned from the project than
initially expected. By working to address and rectify the problems encountered, unique
insights into issues surrounding the production of pigmented inkjet prints for a broad range of
artists was gained.
Not only did the production point the way to rationalising the use of the technology so it could
be used more effectively within its emerging parameters, it also highlighted fundamental
problems that were integral to its use by artists. The production marked the first generation of
pigmented inkjet inks to be placed on the market and combined them with the first purpose
made artists papers. The broad engagement with this combination provided a valuable
baseline of data on which to develop the project. This included a further focus on the
identification of image capture methods that could fulfil the specific needs of wide format
printing, the quantification of the effects of image processing to control and promote
predictable output results. Ultimately it sought to tie each of these elements in so they could
assist in gaining the maximum flexibility and control over the printed output.

HP Nature of collaboration
The Nature of the Projects Collaboration with Hewlett Packard
The focus of research at the CFPR concerns the development of quality fine print primarily
undertaken from a fine art perspective. We also recognize that print is inexorably linked to
industrial development, therefore we also conduct research from an industrial perspective. In
order to fulfil the aim of identifying approaches to digital printing the CFPR sought dialogue
with inkjet manufacturers. Although artists use ink jet technology extensively, Wilhelm (2006)
in his essay for the Nash Editions publication fully recognises that its history, development
and primary use has been in commercial print production. The Centre previously worked on a
number of industrial and commercial collaborations, such as with artistsʼ ink manufacturer
Cranfield Colours and the artistsʼ paper merchant John Purcell Paper, and found that such
collaborations gave benefit to both parties, but in particular provided valuable insights for
further research. It was hoped that assistance from Hewlett Packard would support aspects of
the grant from an industry perspective.
The CFPR had links to HP through the HP Art and Science Philanthropy Fund, which was set
up to promote collaboration between arts based research organizations, science research
and HP. The intention was that these links could be strengthened to supplement and assist
with the research not only through access to equipment, but also through technical support in
the form of detailed information on ink, head array mechanics, and software and firmware
within the printer. HP offered support on the basis that they expected no direct commercial
advantage but were interested in the type of outcomes the research might produce.
The CFPR had links to HP through the HP Art and Science Philanthropy Fund, which was set
up to promote collaboration between arts based research organizations, science research
and HP. The intention was that these links could be strengthened to supplement and assist

with the research not only through access to equipment, but also through technical support in
the form of detailed information on ink, head array mechanics, and software and firmware
within the printer. HP offered support on the basis that they expected no direct commercial
advantage but were interested in the type of outcomes the research might produce.
In addition to Hewlett Packard, all of the current manufacturers were contacted either by
personal recommendation (in the case of Epson, Roland, Lyson and HP) or by letter and/or
introduction (to Canon, Kodak, Mimaki, and Mutoh) through visiting the international trade
fairs such as DRUPA and Focus.
To assist with CFPRʼs investigations into artistsʼ approaches to wide format inkjet, HP agreed
to support a residency project, titled ʻThe Perpetual Portfolioʼ. The initial outline for the
residency project proposal was as follows:
The residency will be offered for a period of one to two weeks enabling artists to use the
Centreʼs cutting edge wide format printing facilities in order to create a digital print, which
would be added to an on-going portfolio. The aim of the programme is to extend the
vocabulary used by artists in digital print. We will seek to assist those artists with a strong
proposal for digital print that have little experience of the medium. On completion of the
residency, the print produced, a short written piece about the work, plus a work in progress
journal by the artist will be posted on the Research Centreʼs website.
HP had already donated equipment used for the development of the initial baseline (see
results in baseline section) previous to this project, so this equipment was then used for the
Perpetual Portfolio. The purpose of the Perpetual Portfolio was (a) to gain data about digital
printing from artists working within a set of similar criteria and time constraints for the project
and (b) to provide a record of contemporary responses to the technology.
Part one of the project was carried out with selected artists from the Faculty and a number of
artists well known to the Centre, in order to assess the viability of the project, test the data
gathering mechanisms, and ascertain what some of the problems might be, before involving
external visiting artists who might have limited time and resources to commit to the project.
HP was willing to supply technical support and advice from their research labs with input on
wide format printing. Colour advice came from Barcelona, who develop colour processing
methods for wide format, and software information came from HP Labs in Palo Alto,
California.
From the findings of this project a more stable way of working was devised, but this still left
much to be desired, especially with regard to colour intensity in inkjet printing when compared
to other print making techniques. Another generic problem that caused much discussion in
the industry and amongst artist users at this time was the density of black, and the surface
quality of the print, due to its very thin layer of ink deposition. The findings suggested the
hypothesis that multipass printing might assist in increasing colour intensity. In order to test
this hypothesis, the CFPR gained permission from HP to modify a donated Design Jet 5000ps
(this fairly unique occurrence probably wouldnʼt have happened if we had paid full price,
warranty, and service agreement for the machine).
In 2004, HP began developing their next generation of wide format printers, and as a result of
collaborating with groups such as the CFPR they decided to consult more closely with the
group of users they termed creatives, in addition to the user groups they had previously
consulted. A series of small focus groups consisting of what were termed ʻindustry
influencersʼ were invited to Barcelona to discuss their needs for the next generation of
machinery. The artists and photographers group consisted of five people: two photographers
of international reputation, an artistsʼ paper supplier and two fine art representatives, Ian
Cartwright from the Print Room and Stephen Hoskins from CFPR.
During the consultation the photographersʼ main concerns were extra blacks and smoother
rendition of tones, whereas the artists were more concerned with colour sets to extend the
gamut beyond the standard CMYK to cover a broader range of expression. The consultation
also highlighted a need to render graphic imagery created using vector programmes, and for
a straight through paper path to take thicker papers more suitable to large scale artists prints.

In order to address these problems and to test the hypothesis, CFPR devised a straight
through paper path on their modified a Designjet 5000ps by removing several sensors, and
cutting away barriers to the straight through path, then rewiring the printer to enable a sheet
to be passed through several times, without being rejected by the inbuilt printer firmware. A
registration system was then created to enable the prints to be realigned to extremely
accurate tolerances of less than two thousands of an inch. A patent was then filed.
The modified printer and the Perpetual Portfolio produced good results that impressed HP,
especially with the new solution to the difficulty of registration. In this valuable exchange of
experience, CFPR had expertise in the broad context of the fine print which HP had not
understood as relevant to digital wide format. On the other hand, CFPR had distinct gaps in
its own technical knowledge. Initially the Centre couldnʼt extensively modify software for the
project, but through discussion has gained further research funding to make that possible.
Alongside further commitment to the Centreʼs research, CFPR became a pre-beta test site for
HP, giving further access to the rationale for the technology behind the next generation of
printers. During 2006, HP supplied the CFPR with the new generation of printers including the
Designjet 3100 and the Designjet 6100, the 3100 having many of the modifications that had
been requested by the focus groups in Barcelona. HP did this by adding extra colours such as
green and red, and substituting the cyan for a blue to increase the colour gamut, and also by
adding a wider range of black, plus a gloss enhancer to increase colour density and remove
bronzing on gloss paper. They also introduced an on board Spectrophotometer, because of
the extra colour and the changes asked for. this new 42 inch machine fed into the last part of
the research – However, HP only added the straight through paper path and the enhanced 12
colour set to the 42-inch machine, and not to the 60-inch machine.
Over the life of the project, Hewlett Packard gained a more integrated acceptance of the
contribution creative artists may make to future technological developments. HP came to
appreciate that as active users of this technology artists have important views to offer the
manufacturer, and are not merely passive acceptors of the printing apparatus. This attitude is
now spreading to companies such as Canon and Durst, who have both sent consultants to
CFPR in the last few months.

Case Studies

The Perpetual Portfolio
The criteria for selecting the initial group of artists for the project were based upon the need
for the research to document and assess a broad range of practice and working methods that
could potentially be served by inkjet printing. Therefore the group selected for the first phase
of the project included, printmakers, sculptors, photographers and illustrators. An attempt was

also made to attract a different range of working practices and a diversity of knowledge
applicable to digital print technology. The artists selected broadly fell into the four categories
of approach highlighted in the bid. For example: Eamon OʼKane using a single source and
then printing. Richard Anderton was in the majority that used the multiple scan, montage and
print approach. Stephen Hoskins represented the solely computer generated imaging and
print approach and the hybrid approach was taken Celia Mandrile.
During the first phase of the Perpetual Portfolio project artists were asked to supply a work in
progress journal to document their working process and supply data for the research project.
It soon became clear that artists were not consistent in recording their own working methods
and that the data gathered needed to systematically identify groups of approach and quantify,
software types, methods of image creation and crucially which versions of software and
hardware images were created in. With only one artist undertaking the residency each month.

Name of Artist: Martin Constable (Jack Youngblood)
Title of work: The Exhausted Spaceman
Date: 2004

Medium: Pigmented Inkjet
Substrate: HP Productivity Semi Photo Gloss
Substrate Size: 88.9cm x 118.8cm
Image Size: 63cm x 77cm
Ink: hp UV ink
Participants:
Jack Youngblood and Paul Laidler

Hardware Used:
Dual 2 GHz Power PC G5
Lacie electron Blue IV CRT Monitor
A6 Wacom Tablet
60inch hp Designjet 5500ps
Ink set: Light Cyan, Light Magenta, Yellow, Cyan,
Magenta and Black
Digital File:
File type: TIFF
Colour Space: Adobe RGB
(1998)
File Size: 400MB

Software Used:
Operating System: Mac OSX 10.2.7
Programme/ Software: Adobe
Photoshop CS

Printer Settings:
ICC/ Printer Profile: HP5000PS-HP-PRODUCPHOTOGLOSSY
Rendering intent: Perceptual
Media Profile: HP Productivity Photo-gloss

Description of source material
Youngblood arrived on the residency with a CD containing a digital file that he had
constructed over a number of months prior to starting the digital residency programme. The
digital image created by Youngblood depicted a full torso self-portrait of Youngblood as an
Astronaut, entitled the Exhausted Spaceman.
Youngbloodʼs digital file had been developed using a mixture of sophisticated ʻcomposite
methodsʼ and digital manipulation techniques. The collaged elements of the image were
produced and appropriated using a series of; digital and analogue recording devises, internet
downloads and pre-made software graphic illustrations (splatter brushes from the Adobe
Illustrator brush palette). The sophisticated digital manipulation techniques that homogenised
each of the imported elements were created in Photoshop,TM incorporating an array of
adjustment layers within the digital file. There were up to 155 adjustment layers applied to the
digital image, each of which used one of the three following image adjustment methods from
the PhotoshopTM programme - Curves, Hue/Saturation and Levels. Youngbloodʼs image
construction system using the adjustment Layers would later help with the technical
alterations needed within the print proofing stages.
Aim
The intended scale for the printed image had been pre-determined by the size of the images
source material, a human figure. Youngblood had previously printed the Exhausted
Spaceman during the generation of the image, but the printing of the digital image had only
been possible at reduced image proportions and full-scale sections (due to equipment
restrictions). Prior to accessing the equipment available on the residency programme the
entire full-scale physical version of the digital image had not yet been printed.
The initial aim in this instance was somewhat rudimentary in printing the digital image at its
intended print size. However by producing the complete full size printed version of the image
Youngblood was more able to understand how the digital file would be realised and
completed as a printed image.

Strategy
Youngbloodʼs affinity with digital imaging technologies and resolute working relationship with
the Exhausted Spaceman meant a fairly systematic approach would be used on the residency
(concerning the printing of the digital image). Therefore the strategy adopted for the printing of
the digital file was largely dictated by the Youngbloodʼs comprehensive knowledge of the
digital field. In this instance most of the assistance toward the production of the work was
focused on operating equipment during the print proofing.
The only imposed measure upon Youngbloodʼs print was the Perpetual Portfolioʼs substrate
size restriction (118.8 cm x 88.9 cm). The Exhausted Spaceman had been conceived prior to
the Perpetual Portfolio and therefore Youngblood had made the work to his dimensions (both
in physical scale and intended reception). The full-scale image size and intended print size of
the Exhausted Spaceman had a height of around 2 metres including boarders) - somewhat
larger than the Perpetual Portfolio substrate dimensions.
To incorporate both the Perpetual Portfolioʼs size and Youngbloodʼs intended scale for the
image it was deemed that the figure would be cropped rather than resized. All subsequent
alterations and adjustments for the printing of the file would be made to the full-scale (uncropped) image with three full-scale prints to be produced before editioning the Perpetual
Portfolio (cropped) prints.
Working Space
The digital file (The Exhausted Spaceman) was copied from Youngbloodʼs CD on to the hard
drive of the computer that was to be used for processing the digital image (see equipment
list). The digital image had been constructed in Photoshop on Youngbloodʼs home computer
using the Adobe RGB (1998) source space and saved using the TIFF file format. By matching
Youngbloodʼs Adobe RGB (1998) image file source space with the working space assigned
through the same Photoshop programme on the residency computer the transfer of image
data between the two computers remained constant. With these essential preliminary data
transfer parameters in place any later erroneous printing of the digital image should be found
elsewhere in the print workflow.

Workflow Print settings
The paper selected for the digital image to be printed on was an HP Productivity Photo-gloss
paper. Youngblood chose the paper from previous experience of inkjet printing on similar
surfaces - of which Youngblood had been able to produce a high contrast display of colour
over that of the cotton based inkjet papers. The output parameters for the file were split into
two sections and utilised much of the technologies colour management systems due to
Youngbloodʼs choice of paper.
By using both the HP Productivity Photo-gloss paper and an HP printer Youngbloodʼs file was
able to utilise a media profile designed specifically for these print parameters.
Secondly the colour management options assigned to the digital file in the print application
software driver (print settings) used the ʻapplication managed optionʼ. The ʻapplication
managed optionʼ allows the user to assign an icc paper profile to the output of the digital file –
thus colour managing the digital colour space to the specific parameters of the printed colour
space.
The print workflow parameters for the output of the Exhausted Spaceman were unaltered
during the proofing process, instead Youngblood made image adjustments for the print within
the Photoshop software application. After each printed proof Youngblood would compare the
appearance of the printed image with that of the screen-based image. Between these
comparisons Youngblood would make alterations to the digital image by amending
adjustment layers within the digital file.

Print Observations
Upon close inspection of the first proof a series of discrepancies were found between what
Youngblood observed in the printed image and what he presumed was in the digital file. The
discrepancies could be best described as unwanted marks and blemishes in the printed
image. After viewing the comparative areas in the digital image (via the computer monitor)
Youngblood identified the marks and blemishes in the print as production faults produced
during the digital creation of the file. These oversights in the digital print and digital image may
have gone undetected previously due to; viewing the digital print in sections, at different
scales, on different substrates, under different lighting conditions and on a range of different
computer monitors.
The following adjustments to the image after viewing the first printed proof were produced in

two stages. The first stage was to remove the initially observed faults after close inspection of
the printed image.
The second stages of adjustments were noted after the print was fixed to a wall and viewed
from a series of different distances and perspectives. Through this viewing method
Youngblood observed that the figures three-dimensional form became less convincing over
different distances, where by the shadow areas appeared to have less transition into the midtone and shadow detail.
Print Adjustment
Stage 1
The amendments to the marks were corrected using a selection of the software tools within
the Photoshop program. Youngblood referred to the amendment method as cleaning, using
the ʻeraser and clone stamp toolʼ (from the tools palette in Photoshop) to remove and conceal
the digital discrepancies for the proceeding printed image.

Stage 2
By viewing the printed image within a similar situation to the works intended presentation
(vertically on a wall) Youngblood was able to consider the appearance of the print at different
distances and angles. Youngbloodʼs adjustment method saw him subjectively alter the tonal
data in each shadow area by lightening the mid-tone values in each of the Levels adjustment
Layers previously assigned to an area of the figure.
Print Observations
The following day the second printed proof was produced containing all the digital alterations
made from the previous day. The two proofs were hung next to one another allowing
Youngblood to continue with the ʻdistance viewing methodʼ and consider how the file was
progressing as a printed image. After assessing the second proof over a sustained period of
time Youngblood then sketched a succession of diagrammatic figures incorporating a series
of written descriptions referring to the digital print qualities in the image. The short reference
notes included descriptions such as too sharp, extra tone and frothy edge to name but a few.

Print Adjustment
The reference diagram allowed Youngblood to reduce the previous amount of time taken up
from moving between the printed proof and the computer screen. By consulting the written
descriptions and making the proceeding digital adjustments Youngblood was able to stream
line his adjustment method and progress far quicker toward the completed print. The digital
adjustments to the image were often extensive despite the short descriptions designated to
each area of the diagram. Due to the sophisticated construction of the digital file
Youngbloodʼs adjustment methods were often amendments to existing adjustment layers as
appose to creating new sections for the image. In referring to the diagram Youngblood would
isolated the particular area of the digital image and assess the influence of all adjustment
layers upon that space. The amendment procedure would often be a modification to the
colour and tonal information (algorithms) assigned by one of the following Layer Adjustments
– Curves, Hue/Saturation or Levels.
Print Observations
The previous adjustment methods were performed over a two-day period where by
Youngblood worked solely with the digital file not needing to see any printed proof during this
time. Youngblood essentially consolidated his efforts and worked in a systematic fashion with
the digital image so that each note from the diagram was transcribed for the digital file
(checked off the list as it were) before the following proof was printed. The third and what was
to be the final proof was printed where Youngblood turned his attention to the skin tones of
the printed figure. Up until this stage of the work Youngblood had predominantly been
concerned with the formal and realistic print qualities of the space suit material. Using the
same viewing and adjustment methods Youngblood increased the saturation levels across
the exposed area of skin so that the previous considerations with tonal forms in the suit were
repeated to the printed flesh qualities.
The print parameters and assistance levels for the Exhausted Spaceman were established
fairly early in the residency allowing Youngblood to concentrate on creating the print through
his own methodologies. A total of three proofs were made fairly rapidly for The Exhausted
Spaceman before Youngblood approved the fourth print.

Digital Studios
Surveying the field 1: Digital Print Studios.
Through working with artists to develop methods for sympathetically translating artistʼs
intentions in print, the research sought to survey other enterprises that offered this facility.
Although there are many high street bureaus that an artist could use, the survey pinpointed
studios that operate in a similar way to the traditional artist atelier where artists can engage
the services of a master printer to produce a museum quality print. From our investigations
we found the facility to be rare. Three such studios were identified in the UK. The first,
Corriander Press, was one long familiar with the production of blue chip artists, however, its
use of digital printing was a relatively new addition. The second, Senecio Press also held a
long tradition for high quality printing, and as a natural progression had begun to favour digital
printing over the more traditional offset printing. The third, The Print Room was unique in that
it was an all digital print studio which had more or less started with the earliest form of digital
printing – Iris printing- and had no previous history for any other kind of printing.
The surveys were conducted by visiting the studios, viewing the technology, viewing
examples of work produced and discussing workflow procedures and issues surrounding the
types of work undertaken. As well as gaining valuable technical insights the visits also
established an ongoing network between the studios which has been mutually beneficial in
exchanging valuable knowledge and contacts.
One of the major insights gained through this section of the research was to witness both the
similarities and differences in the type of practice shared by each of the studios. The
character of approaches each had a different slant, which in many ways revealed the degree
of flexibility there exists in the medium for producing high quality artists prints.

Summary of Findings
It became evident that Corriander studios had approached the use of digital printing in much
the same way as it had with analogue printing techniques, recognising that the print in
hardcopy was the guide, and iterative, often intuitive adjustments had to be made in the
software to achieve the best from the print. Corriander also supplemented the digital print
quality in some cases with screenprinted additions and overlays of varnishes.
Senecioʼs approach on the other hand sought to solve the imaging problems from the other
end of the workflow. Here a closed loop system controlling each stage from capture through
image manipulation to print was used, allowing a more scientifically based approach for the
control of image quality. While each of these represented two ends of the spectrum - one
working to fulfil the creative intentions of top name artists and the other producing high end
reproductions of works in other media that had been captured digitally, The Print Room
shared elements of both. In catering for a number of major photographers, the Print Room
was found to aim for qualities that reflected and enhanced pre-digital photographic values.
Therefore a combination of tonal accuracy similar to Senecioʼs was combined with the visual
punch that characterised much of Corrianderʼs output. In terms of workflow however, the Print
Room shared similarities with the intuitive approach of Corriander.
Whilst the studios surveyed were different in that they operated on a commercial basis, a
number of overlaps in practice were observed in relation to the CFPR studios. Like Senecio, a
mutual interests in refining effective photographic image capture methods for wide format
printing was shared. It was generally agreed that high end digital cameras were essential for
the task. In addition to this, it was noted that particular attention in developing effective
lighting methods were needed. Although each studio had developed methods for use with this
kind of technology it was felt that it was still fundamentally immature in its development
making it difficult to gain consistent results. In terms of workflow CFPR had tried similar
approaches to those of Senecio using RIP technology in the workflow however, it was found

to be limiting for the types of work undertaken. By reducing the workflow chain by printing
directly from the software and controlling the print from the printer driver a greater level of
direct, predictable control over the output was found. This view was largely shared by each of
the other studios, In terms of equipment, most of the studios held a bias towards Epson
printers and through our own tests found the Epson 9600 to produce an impressive resolution
and colour quality. Through discussion it was found that while all studios had developed
effective working methods that achieved high quality results, each held strong ideas about the
direction in which they would like it to develop. Because each studio was well recognised for
its contribution to high quality fine art printing they had gained influential links with a number
of major imaging and printing manufacturers. In addition, knowledge exchange links with fine
art linked organisations and galleries had been developed.

CFPR Equipment
Centre for Fine Print Research Studios, UWE Bower Ashton Campus Bristol
The equipment used for the project is divided into three separate areas, image capture, image
processing and image rendering and into several phases of growth and acquisition in relation
to the changing needs of the artists and the rapid development of technology throughout the
project. These phases in this context may be categorised as early, mid and mature. In the
early phase much of the best quality imagery was captured on large format film, this was best
transferred to digital information by a drum scanner. The nearest scanner in quality was the
Imacon Flextight, which curved the film so that it was scanned tangentially in the same
manner as a drum scanner.
Now the technology has reached a more mature phase of image capture artists expect a
flexible range of choices, the equipment reflects this with high end capture, such as the Leaf,
midrange capture with the Canon EOS and an Epson A3 scanner for high quality flatbed
scanning.
Image processing equipment has been characterised by a mix of software development and
increased computer power. The core software and hardware has fundamentaly remained
unchanged with regular updates occurring almost annually.
Image Capture 2003
5 by 4 digital back, Better light 64k
Cambo 5 by 4 camera body.
Cambo 5 x 4 camera body
transparency scanner, Imacon Flextight Scanner.
A3 Epson Expression 10000XL flatbed scanner
Additional image capture equipment obtained through SRIF 3 2007
A Leaf Aptus 75S (33 Megapixel Back)
Mamiya 645AFDII BodyMamiya 645AF 45mm F2.8 Lens+Hood
Mamiya 645AF Macro MF 120mm F4 Lens+Hood
Canon EOS-5D Digital SLR Camera Body
Canon EF 24-105mm f/4 L IS USM Lens
Canon EF 100mm f/2.8 USM Macro Lens
Canon EOS 400D Kit with 18-55mm Lens
Image Processing
A range of Apple Macs, G5, G4, I-Macs & I-Mac G5
HP workstation xw8000 2 HP Vectra's
Onyx Postershop softwareRIP
Gretag Macbeth Spectrolino Spectrophotometer
X Rite Eye One Spectrophotometer
Verivide Viewing Cabinet
Microscope with Canon Digital Camera

Image Rendering
44 inch HP Z3100 Hewlett Packard Design Jet
60 inch HP Z6100 Hewlett Packard Design Jet
44 inch Epson 9800
44 inch Epson 9600
54 inch Roland SC-545EX Solvent Printer
60 inch HP 5500ps Hewlett Packard Design Jet
42 inch HP 5000ps Hewlett Packard Design Jet
HP Designjet 130nr
HP Photosmart 8750
Overview of current industrial technology (2004)
In order to assess the developments in new technology and to keep abreast of the future
changing industrial focus, all of the primary trade and industry fairs were visited as a part of
the research. The largest and most influential trade fair to the print industry is Drupa. This is
held in Düsseldorf Germany once every four years and is the worldʼs largest commercial print
trade fair, many companies aim major product launches at this fair and it is always possible to
capture trends and directions at this point. Drupa 2004 highlighted four major points relating
to digital print, the first was the almost total demise of screen-print as a commercial graphic
print process and the subsequent rise of ink jet. In 2000 screen-print had occupied 2 complete
halls at the fair, by 2004 this had shrunk to a small section of one hall. The second was the
confirmation that at this point in time, the Epson 9600 was the dominant machine for the fine
art photography market. The third factor was the demonstration of web printed ink jet, this
development ensured a solid future for the technology and an understanding that future
developments were only constrained by how quickly processing power could keep apace with
developments. The fourth factor was the rapid increase and developments in solvent and
flatbed printing technologies. A visit to Focus on Imaging at the NEC, in Birmingham the
commercial photography trade fair in the UK supplied a different perspective on image
capture and led in part alongside the discussions with HP in the CFPR purchasing a
Betterlight digital 5 x 4 back and Cambo camera. Trade fairs such as Spring Fair, Sign and
Display and Ipex all at the NEC supplied a broader context to the use discussed at
conferences for Fine Art print in particular Southern Graphics Council conference in the USA
and the IMPACT conferences in South Africa and Poland. At Drupa all of the options for
solvent printing and the introduction of flat bed printers were assessed and the 54-inch
Roland SC-545EX was chosen because of its ability to print white ink. The Roland
demonstrated to the project the nature of the very thin surface created by inkjet, in particular
that a 100% 1 metre solid of colour would only use between eight and ten millilitres of ink. The
density of ink that could be printed and the lack of being able to send a signal from n print
head to n channel mitigated against its regular use for research, although the machine was
instrumental in CFPR gaining a KTP award with Ringway signs. The Centre did discus the
purchase of a flatbed and the decision was taken not to purchase at this point in time. The
CFPR was later offered a Durst Rheo flat bed but again space constraints meant this was not
feasible.

Surveying the Field
Surveying the field 2: Museums & Artists
As well as surveying the field in relation to the master printers involved with digital print, a
number of meetings were held with key figures in the field and related areas. These notably
included meetings with artists who use digital techniques to make prints as well as, curators,
collectors conservators from major galleries and collectors.
It was interesting to note during the survey that Master Printer Ken Tyler, at a small invited
gathering at the Tate Gallery to view a selection of the prints from his recent bequest,

expressed the opinion that he didnʼt feel that digital printing was a valid fine art process.
Amongst all the excitement and enthusiasm about digital printing encountered during the
research it was rather sobering to hear this view from someone responsible for the many
technical innovations that assisted the production of some of the twentieth centuries most
ambitious prints. Tyler went on to equate the process with photography and expressed the
view that; like photography it was only useful for documentation. This rather unexpected
opinion clearly highlighted what seems to be a lingering schism in the field of print. As
became clear in Tylers reflections on his bequest, an underlying theme in the body of prints
shown was the celebration of the purely autographic gesture. Although he had developed
technological means for amplifying the gesture, his principal aim as a master printer was to
keep the primacy of the artistʼs autographic mark. For this reason it seems that the use of
photomechanical techniques in the work that he undertook was kept to a bare minimum with
the mark coming directly from the artists hand taking precedence over any technique that
rendered images in a secondary manner. However, while he had been pursuing this approach
from the sixties to the eighties other studios and artists had used photomechanical processes
to gain equally ambitious and impressive results.
On the other hand a presentation by Allan Cristea and Richard Hamilton held in conjunction
with 2005 Royal Academy summer show (The image Multiplied: From Durer to Digital)
revealed no such qualms about either the specific primacy of the gesture or indeed the fusion
of photography and print. From the artists perspective Hamilton spoke of digitalʼs ability to
take the artist to places that no other artist had been ( this was elegantly demonstrated in his
presentation through an anecdote of how he had drawn a vector line in one of his images that
both tapered and faded to infinity). Fine art dealer Alan Christea also had no qualms about
hierarchies between autographic photographic and digital, viewing them all as valid mediums
that held equal currency in the field of contemporary art.
This view was further endorsed through visiting curators and conservators responsible for
developing and maintaining major print collections. A significant insight gained through such
meetings was to witness how collections such as those at the V&A and the Tate are no longer
as narrowly focussed as they once were. Prints are increasingly being aquired as a part of
broader collections. For example at the V&A under the Word and Image Department and the
Tate Under Prints and Drawings. Instead of having dedicated print curators and departments
that collect comprehensive examples of prints, work is collected for its broader artistic merit.
In the case of the Tate any work aquired by its curators that happens to fall under the
category of print, photography or drawing will eventually make its way to the prints and
drawings department where it is catalogued and held.
One element that continues to hamper the study of prints in museum collections is in the
identification and documentation of the works in print. While in previous times this aspect has
been erratic with much information being held about the production of a print or prints, it is
often difficult to look up print by technique alone. This therefore makes it difficult to gain an
overview of what medium artists have favoured at different times. From a conservation
perspective the omission of vital information about the prints technique and materials –
especially in the digital age- hold potential difficulties in solving future restoration problems.
From the artists interviewed for the research there was found to be a broad range of
approaches adopted to the new medium ranging from an acceptance of the medium as it
stood at the point in time that the image was made, through to determined efforts to
personalise the output to gain an extra dimension to the physicality of the print.

Seminars

Research Dissemination Pt1
Seminars
Throughout the research 3 main seminars were held. Whilst these were aimed at
disseminating findings and aspects of the research, they also offered channels for knowledge
exchange. The first was held in November 2004 At the Architecture Centre Narrow Quay,
Bristol. This event centred on the Perpetual Portfolio Project and a number of the participating
artists presented overviews of their work and members of the research team spoke of the
collaborative work in producing the prints for the portfolio. The event was attended by print
practitioners, academics, curators and imaging specialists.
The second seminar was designed for the dissemination and exchange of ideas surrounding
the use of digital printing in educational institutions. CFPR members presented overviews of
best practice for image capture, image processing and image output and management. This
event was principally attended by print technicians, researchers, photographers and
practitioners.
The third seminar was held at the Royal West of England Academy in conjunction with the
projects exhibition Committed to Print. In this seminar the curator of the exhibition Paul
Thirkell spoke of the choice of work and the aims of the exhibition and three of the four artists
who had worked at the CFPR to produce their specially commissioned work spoke of their
experiences. This seminar was attended by invited experts in the field of print and
photography.

Exhibitions

Dissemination Part 2: Exhibitions
Throughout the project a number of exhibitions were held to disseminate ideas about the
state of the art of digital print. Both the early exhibitions came about through invitations to
present shows at overseas venues. As both Hungary and Argentina have strong graphic art
and print traditions it was felt that each location offered valuable opportunities to present work
based around the dialogue and debate relating to digital print. The exhibition held in Buenos
Aries featured the works from the Perpetual Portfolio which had included two prominent
Argentinian printmakers.
The publication of a catalogue for this exhibition also enabled case studies and findings
relating to the project to be disseminated during the exhibition. Additionally as a part of the

exhibition, Hewlett Packard had made it possible to present a demonstration of wide format
printing by shipping a printer to the venue.
The exhibition New Directions in Print held at the substantially spaced Centre for Fine Art
Miskolc, Hungary allowed a two part overview of digital practice to be presented. This first
part of the exhibition featured large digital works from members of the CFPR and the second
part a ʻBorderless Stateʼ curated by Paul Thirkell from the CFPR featured works by artists
from Norway, Sweden, Argentina UK and Australia. This selection accompanied by a
catalogue essay by Thirkell explored ideas surrounding the capacity of digital artwork to jump
traditional divides encompassing concepts that extend beyond those traditionally associated
with print. The event received comprehensive press coverage and was well attended.
The projects final exhibition was held at the Royal West of England Academy. This exhibition
was also curated by Paul Thirkell. It featured the work of the four artists work commissioned
for the exhibition as well as other digital works that had been produced at the CFPR over the
course of the research. The very large exhibition space allocated enabled other works to be
shown that built up a surrounding context to the show. These included digital hybrid works in
mediums other than ink jet, showing how pervasive the use of digital imaging has become for
artists. Also, despite the many types of activities that fall under the umbrella of digital, another
particular aim of the exhibition sought through its title ʻCommitted to printʼ to focus on a notion
of an end product or fixed output . This position was taken to in direct opposition to the
tendency of digital to be ephemeral by nature. Being represented in an unfixed state via
monitor or through printed reproduction in any form needed for distribution. This exhibition
sought to examine how the artists message interacts with the materiality of a chosen medium.
Committed to Print

Location: Northern Print Gallery, Stepney Bank, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE1 2NP
Dates: 22 August – 25 October 2008
Curated by: Paul Thirkell
Images: (above from left to right) Glastonbury Tor series, pigmented inkjet print by Susan
Collins; Untitled, pigmented inkjet print with laser cutting by Charlotte Hodes; Portrait with
Smoke and Steam, pigmented inkjet print by Paul Hodgson.
An exhibition of digital prints from the Centre for Fine Print Research UWE is at Northern
Printʼs gallery. Curated by Paul Thirkell, and featuring the work of Richard Hamilton, Susan
Collins, Charlotte Hodes, Paul Hodgson, Jo Lansley & Neeta Madahar.
The CFPR has been active in working with a broad range of innovative and cutting edge
artists and approaches to fine art print for well over a decade. This exhibition represents some
of the work produced by artists from its staff and those it has worked in collaboration with. The
exhibition seeks to address the question - does digital artwork have its own stand alone
aesthetic or does it seamlessly engage with others? To frame this in relation to the many
activities that fall under the umbrella of digital art, the exhibition seeks, through its title
ʻCommitted to Printʼ, to focus on work that has been committed to an end product or fixed
output i.e. a print or print related object.
This position is taken in direct contrast to other areas of digital practice where the image
remains ephemeral, relying only on the media available to the viewer to mediate the quality of
its presentation. The exhibition therefore focuses on how the artistʼs virtual interaction with
software can be made physical through the choice and mediation of the hardcopy techniques
available. Committed to Print features the work of five artists commissioned by the CFPR
especially for the show.
Working in conjunction with researchers from the Centre, the five artists: Susan Collins,
Charlotte Hodes, Paul Hodgson and Neeta Madahar and Jo Lansley all produced a series of
ambitious prints that, along with the other pieces in the exhibition, reveal some of the exciting
new horizons in print currently being explored by contemporary artists.
The exhibition runs from 22 August - 25 October 2008. The gallery is open Wed-Fri 11am-5
pm & Sat 12noon-4pm. For more information about the gallery, visit www.northernprint.org.uk
ʻThe Perpetual Portfolioʼ Museo Nacional Del Grabado, Buenos Aires, Argentina
A Perpetual Portfolio Exhibition
Museo Nacional Del Grabado
Defensa 372 - C1065AAF - Buenos Aires, Argentina
2nd - 26th June 2005
The Aim of the exhibition was to demonstrate the opportunities and possibilities offered by
digital print and to offer Argentinean artists the possibility to work with the same facilities and
materials that were used in England. For CFPR it was an opportunity to disseminate more
widely the research project and to map a case study for creating a print against the sample
case studies undertaken in England. The Exhibition was sponsored by Hewlett Packard
Argentina and took place at the Museo Nacional Del Grabado, Buenos Aires in June 2005. At
this point in time there were no wide format digital print studios for artists or local supply of
specialist inkjet paper in Argentina, artists requiring specialist digital print had to travel to
Mexico or send files to the UK or America for printing. To accompany the exhibition a national
competition was organised for 3 artists to create a print during the exhibition. Organised by
Lucrecia Urbano a Buenos Aires Artist who had participated in the Perpetual Portfolio
residency, the competion drew 450 entrants, who submitted works to an online website. A
committee of Argentinean artists chose the three artists selected, and a public workshop was
held in the gallery using a HP 5000ps printer to create the print, around thirty artists
Since the exhibition HP have continued to sponsor artists using wide format print in Buenos
Aires. The catalogue also contains an introduction by Professor Steve Hoskins explaining the
centres perspective concerning research and practice in the arts. Followed by three essays
from South American artist's Lucrecia Urbano, Cecilia Mandrile and Alicia Candiani providing
a mixture of personal experience, insight and reflection about the digital portfolio. And finally a
case study of the production process from one of the participating artists written and
illustrated by Paul Laidler.

For further information about the The Perpetual Portfolio Catalogue followthe quick link A
Perpetual Portfolio Catalogue
New Directions in Print & ʻThe Borderless State'
Making Prints at the Centre for Fine Print Research / Works in Show and "A Borderless State"
Gallery of Miskolc Museum of Contemporary Art, Hungary
15th April - 12th May 2004
A two part exhibition held at Miskolc Gallery of Fine Arts, April 15 to May 15, 2004
The exhibition featured large scale digital prints produced by members of the Centre for Fine
Print Research as well as a specially curated section entitled the Borderless State.
The Borderless State
Curator Paul Thirkell
Featuring the work of artists from the UK, Norway Argentina and Australia, selected to
illustrate a cross section of directions inspired by the use of digital technology in the context of
fine art expression. The exhibition aims to show how artists who either identify themselves as
printmakers or draw inspiration from print based methodologies have begun to make work
which does not easily fit within borders established through traditional printmaking practice. It
examines how certain working patterns and thought patterns can now define the artists work
as print based rather than their selection of traditionally sanctioned print mediums
http://www.miskolcigaleria.hu/Kiallitas-CFPR.html

Part 2
Broadening the Scope of Current Practice
In this section, the research built on findings of the first part of the project to build upon
strengths and address weaknesses identified possibility of customizing existing software and
printing technology to fulfil its aims.
Trials to develop various hypothesis as to how this could be achieved were carried out initially
using CFPR equipment and expertise. Promising results, especially in relation to the
development of a multiple pass printing method were then used to demonstrate potential
through the production and exhibition of specific artworks.
Another innovative project undertaken in this section of the research used existing unmodified
technology to develop the means of producing a very large print to very high standards. The
print for artist Richard Hamilton provided a number of challenges that had not been fully
resolved in the field. These included printing from vector files rather than the usual raster files.
The challenge also required the development of a means of colour adjustment that allowed
individual colours to be changed without affecting all the others.
Finally a means for developing a new approach to colour printing was established where the
means to use bespoke colour sets in the printer were gained. Through gaining expertise in
filling ink cartridges with inks used by artists tests were undertaken to develop a better means
of printing colours in defined keys rather than through generic CMYK sets. Some of the
results are included however, this aspect of the research is ongoing and continues to build of
be basic building blocks outlined here.

Multipass printing
Development of multi pass printingAim: The modification of a Hewlett Packard Design Jet 5000 ps, 42 inch to print components
of an image in multiple passes, in accurate register.
Context
An important aspect of fine art printmaking, especially from the modernist era onward, has
involved the physical layering of images and shapes in the creation of a printed artwork. This
generally has related to the construction of works in colour however, it also applies to the
creation of monochrome and duotone pieces.
While the use of layering in commercial printing is also common, in this context it is simply a
pragmatic means to an end, with colour separation layers being printed successively simply
as a means of photomechanically constructing a full coloured image. Artists on the other hand
have used overlaying techniques for formal as well as practical reasons, with the inks
transparency, opacity and physical thickness becoming an important component of the works
aesthetic.
As the inkjet printer has principally evolved from the need to produce commercial prints on
demand at competitive rates, the time consuming task of overlaying colour separations, have
been bypassed in favour of an ink deposition method that combines industry standard colours
(cyan, magenta yellow and black inks) in a single pass to form a full colour image. Therefore
the concept of multiple layering has been excluded from standard inkjet printing practice.
Layering however, still figures as an important part of digital imaging. This is undertaken
virtually during the onscreen construction of an image with various software packages such
as Photoshop and Illustrator providing the means of simulating layering effects that would
have previously been created through physically overlaying components of an image at the
printing stage. Whist this capacity has generally increased imaging flexibility for the artist, its
translation into a CMYK colour space can, at the printing phase, sometimes be seen to be
lacking when viewed from the perspective of the printmaker. This is especially true when
comparing the and ink densities and sometimes almost sculptural surface qualities of a
manually layered print to one that has had its virtual layers rendered in a single pass CMYK
inkjet print.
In addition to fine art methodologies and effects, the possibilities of transferring into inkjet
other layering devices that had been observed in high quality industrial printing practice have
been investigated. These included the use of multiple pass printing to increase an images
colour and tone density and the technique of extending tonal range by breaking it up into duotone, tri-tone and quad-tone separations.
Modifications
In order to test the effects that could be gained through accurately registered multi pass inkjet
printing, permission was gained from HP to modify one of the (art & philanthropy) donated
Design Jet 5000 inkjet machines.
Modifications were made with two aims in mind:
a) to bypass the paper feed controls that automatically align the printing paper in order to
install an accurate manual, pin register mechanism
b) to alter the paper path from----- to a straight through paper path to assist accurate
registration.
Each of the modifications were successfully achieved through disconnecting the printers
automatic sensors and replacing them with manual ones. This was done to allow a manual
override sensor to be switched in when needed. The modifications essentially enabled the
printer to be tricked into thinking that it was printing a roll of paper rather than a single sheet.
As a consequence, after one sheet was loaded, it could be aligned, printed, removed and
placed again in the printing position without the machine automatically going through a

second paper realignment mode. This modification enabled register pins to be placed on the
front of the printer so that the specially register punched paper could be loaded in precise
alignment every time.
Case study 1
Multiple pass printing - Jack Youngblood

(Fig 1)
Name of Artist: Martin Constable (Jack Youngblood)
Title of work: Spate
Date: 2004
Medium: Pigmented Inkjet
Substrate: Somerset Velvet Enhanced
Substrate Size: 88.9cm x 118.8cm
Image Size: 71.5cm x 88cm
Ink: hp UV ink
Participants:
Jack Youngblood and Paul Laidler
Hardware Used:
Software Used:
Dual 2 Ghz Power PC G5
Operating System: Mac OSX 10.2.7
Lacie elecron Blue IV CRT Monitor
Programme/ Software: Adobe Photoshop CS and Bryce
A6 Wacom Tablet
60inch hp Designjet 5000ps
Ink set: L C, L M, Y, C, M and Bk
Digital File:

Printer Settings:

File type: TIFF
Colour Space: Adobe RGB
(1998)
File Size: 249.8MB

ICC/ Printer Profile: HP5000PS-UV-SSEVELVETHWCOATED
Rendering intent: Perceptual
Media Profile: HP HEAVY WEIGHT COATED PAPER

Introduction
Youngbloodʼs innovative approaches through his unperturbed use of digital-rendering
software, demonstrated a sophisticated level of craftsmanship in his production methods, and
underline his ability to transcribe his digital images through an ink-jet printer.
This can also be seen in the second print produced by Youngblood during the digital
residency programme. The Spate print (see fig1) is comparable to The Exhausted Spaceman
in its realist approach amongst other relationships, and its direct reference to its origin for
subsequent creation. Youngblood has collaged and generated numerous elements of the file
to compose a well balanced, and well-proportioned image that refers compositionally to its
source.

(Fig 2 & 3)
Description of Source Material
The original image for Spate was taken from a traditional oil painting in Bristol City Museum
and Art Gallery (see fig 3). The elements that contribute to the composition of Youngbloodʼs
image are obvious on comparison (see fig 2).
The clouds are replaced by a black, star-filled sky, all generated in PhotoshopTM with the aid
of some celestial charts. The house in Van Ruisdaelʼs painting has become the space
module, which has been integrated along with various land details from photographic
recordings of the moon missions, in particular Apollo 16.
The surrounding cliff profile is kept as close as possible to the original and the river and trees
have been transformed into rock formations. A large proportion of the landscape elements
were created in a three-dimensional programme called Bryce. Youngblood adopted the Bryce
software for its rendering abilities regarding the metamorphosis from one form to the other.

(Fig 4)
As with The Exhausted Spaceman Youngblood had created a hugely complex image
comprising of a mixture of imported files and generated components made within and outside
the programme (see fig 4).
Strategy
The possibility of producing the Spate print was discussed during the printing of The
Exhausted Spaceman. The file had previously been printed but had not quite reached
Youngbloodʼs aspirations for the image.
One of the main decisions for the file was that it would be printed onto an artistʼs paper,
instead of the photo-quality paper used for The Exhausted Spaceman. This decision would
reduce the density of black in the print due to the absorption qualities of the paper. In order to
produce a dense enough black without compromising on heavier ink settings and possible
loss of information the Spate file would be passed through the printer twice.
The double pass method is similar to traditional printing techniques where the separate layers
do not work in isolation. This process depends on tonal and colour alterations in
PhotoshopTM; proofing through printing, and then to subjectively assessing the quality of the
work. The final decision can only be made through the printing of both layers and the physical
relationship that these layers have with one another. Just looking at the image on a monitor
does not offer enough information to make the final decision. The double pass printing
method was made possible after the CFPR had adapted an HP 5000ps printer - adding a flat
paper feed mechanism and a pin registration system to the hardware device.

(Fig 5 & 6)
Print Observation
To begin assessing the amount of digital alteration needed in the printed layers the Spate
image was initially double printed without any adjustment to the digital file. After examining
the fist double printed proof (see fig 6) it became quiet obvious that the image was overly
saturated. The light source from the central area of the picture had completely disappeared,
with little evidence of mid-tone subtleties and what appeared to be overly exposed highlight
areas.
Print Adjustment
For the second proof, corrections were made to one of the digital images concerning the tonal
information from the previous printed proof. Once the inclusion of a digitally altered layer was
proofed (as a double print) the two separately combined printed layers would begin to
demonstrate how much digital adjustment would be needed to eventually fuse the two now
separately existing Spate images.

(Fig 7)
Print Observation
To begin assessing the amount of digital alteration needed in the printed layers the Spate
image was initially double printed without any adjustment to the digital file. After examining
the fist double printed proof (see fig 6) it became quiet obvious that the image was overly
saturated. The light source from the central area of the picture had completely disappeared,
with little evidence of mid-tone subtleties and what appeared to be overly exposed highlight
areas.
Print Adjustment
For the second proof, corrections were made to one of the digital images concerning the tonal
information from the previous printed proof. Once the inclusion of a digitally altered layer was
proofed (as a double print) the two separately combined printed layers would begin to
demonstrate how much digital adjustment would be needed to eventually fuse the two now
separately existing Spate images.

(Fig 8)
Print Observation
The same print procedure continued to the point where the print seem to plateau (prior to
being approved) despite Youngbloodʼs attempts at refining the adjustments layers. After much
deliberation it was discovered that if digital adjustments were applied to both of the printed
layers then the printed combination began to fuse together far easier. The second sets of
adjustments were only subtle in comparison to the predominantly altered file but helped
create the final amendments that were previously eluding Youngblood.
(Fig 9)
Print Adjustment
In (fig 9) we can see the digital Layering method designed to create the double pass strategy
for the Spate image. The adjustments are divided into a sequence of coloured layers within
the file (yellow, red and green). Each layer colour designates which adjustment is assigned to
a particular section of image and also to which particular printed layer. The two green layers
(switched off in this instance) are for the first printed image, the red coloured layers are for the
second pass and the yellow set at the bottom contains the adjustment Layers for the Stars
area only.

(Fig 10 & 11)
The final part of the process produced adjustments in both layers in order to create the final
approved proof. The level of adjustment between each digital layer can be seen here in (fig
10 and fig 11).

Case Study 2 ʻHeart of the Matterʼ (Print shown in CTP RWA)

(Part 1 and Part 2)
Pigmented inkjet print by Paul Thirkell
Image constructed in Adobe Photoshop CS from scans of driftwood and 19th century
scientific illustrations.
Part 1 and 2 of the print.
Part 1 shows the unmodified image. Part 2 Shows the over print layer – this section was
created through adjusting the images curves.
My aim in using the CFPR multipass printing system for the print Heart of the Matter relates to
my interest in the use of vibrant colour.
In planning for this project, a number of tests were carried out to assess how the technique
may assist the work. One of the main aspects revealed by the testing was how an images
colour could be intensified by overlapping the print twice. Previous to this I had often
observed that despite the many advantages of digital printing, the colour quality often
appeared washed out or dull in comparison to what had been envisaged when viewing the
image on a monitor. In addition I was also aware that other fine art printing processes were
able to render far more intense colours than inkjet due to the extra density of ink laid down.
The resulting double printed colours however, indicated that the colour intensity I sought may
also be achieved from inkjet. One of the problems noted in printing the same file twice (in
register), was that the darker areas of the image had a tendency to fill in. My approach
therefore aimed at selectively boosting the colour quality of the initial impression through the
manipulation and imposition of second file. The technique I employed to solve this problem
was borrowed from insights gained through research into the collotype printing process. A
device sometimes used in collotype printing centres on the ability of the printer to bring out
different aspects of the images tonal range in the printing process. Therefore to boost the
intensity of a print, a regular impression is overprinted with a second tonally adjusted
impression. The adjusted layer in this case is manipulated by the printer to selectively print
tones where the image needs boosting. It was found that this technique could be emulated
digitally using the photoshop curves control. To do this the first file was printed without
adjustment and the second with its tonal curves adjusted to match the areas that needed

boosting. This allowed a maximum ink density to be achieved without filling in the detail of the
final print.
In the case of The Heart of the Matterʼ I wanted the central target motif to produce the illusion
that it was floating above the picture plane. To do this strong opposite colours were needed –
eg blue and red – to create a visual flash.
The resulting print was able to encapsulate the fine tone and image detail whilst also including
areas of strong dense colour akin to that of a screenprint.

Typo Topography

Typo Topography of Marcel Duchampʼs Large Glass. R.Hamilton
Outline of the project: The production of a 90inch by 120inch print (the full print being made
up of two halves -each 60 inches by 90inches). The production and editioning of this print
offered a number of challenges in relation to the CFPRʼs focus on the methodological
development of inkjet printing for artists. One significant factor was its size; both virtually as a
file; and physically as a print. The other was located in the nature of its construction, which, in
relation to other fine art productions encountered was at variance in that it was a vector rather
than the usual raster based image. This factor had already posed problems for a number of
digital editioning studios prior to the artist seeking assistance from the CFPR. However, it was
felt that the centres 60inch vector compatible printer may hold the key to the successful
production of the print -which was to represent an important culmination of the artist Richard
Hamiltonʼs work in translating, interpreting and reconstructing aspects of Marcel Duchampʼs
Large Glass. Nevertheless, apart from the physical size of the work, the handling of such a
complex vector file required the innovative development of a relatively new approach to digital
printing for artists.

Context
British artist Richard Hamilton has had long association with the use of new technologies. In
1971 he employed an early digital CAD system to create the drawings for his print series ʻFive
Tyres remoulded.ʼ His first foray into the all digital approach to print however, was
documented in 1978 in the television programme QED where, through the use of a Quantel
Paintbox he created an image that was made into a large edition of laser prints. Since then,
his digital print output has included some of the first Iris Prints and ink Jet prints to be
produced as artists prints.
During 2004, Hamilton created an image that superimposed his 1960 typographical
translation of Duchampʼs notes of Duchamps Green Box (the green book) over a 1:1
topographical map of his Large glass. “The Typo Typography of Marcel Duchampʼs
Large Glass” was created with the assistance of Hamiltonʼs son Rod, using Adobe
Illustrator software - a vector based programme.
This work had taken approximately six months to create with the image file consisting of
several thousand layers. In his 2006 catalogue ʻPainting by numbersʼ Hamilton explains in
relation to his use of vector graphics -“Most important is that vector graphics are not restricted
in their resolution however, large or small the scale of the output the file remains a modest
fixed size. Before a vector file can be printed it must be translated into a bitmap by RIP
translation software”. He also states “Layering is a standard method of working now that
massive amounts of memory and the power and speed of processors make this possible”.
The initial logistical problem posed in printing the file was that the image needed to match the
same dimensions as the original two piece construction of Duchampʼs Large Glass which was
60 inches by 90 inches. This required inkjet printer capable of creating an image of a suitably
high resolution that was at least 60 inches across. It also needed to accommodate pigmented
inks and be able to handle the Postscript 2 files necessary to translate the vector imagery into
bitmap.
Richard Hamilton approached the CFPR after two previous unsuccessful attempts to print the
image at other studios. The CFPR had been recommended to him as because facilities
existed to write a custom profile for a specific image and artists paper, owned a HP5000ps
with a pigmented ink set and had experience of printing for artists.
The initial challenge in printing this work was how to retain all the correct colour values in
each of the separate elements of the vector file and create a paper print profile for the
complete image. A profile was written for Somerset Enhanced radiant white velvet paper and
initial proofs were created, adjustments were then made to the profile and globally to the
whole image until the artist was satisfied that the colour was close to the intention for the
print. However if a generic profile was created then parts of the image, in particular areas
rendered in tones of black and grey with no other colour and areas of a specific rust red did
not render accurately. The generic profile was not good at rendering very light toned
background colour in large flat areas at the same time as rendering large areas of bright solid
or strong neutral tone.
The next step was to separate and ungroup the layers and groups pertaining to the areas
needing adjustment and to make alterations iteratively to each of the individual areas in need
of colour correction. The most difficult part was the area of black and grey neutral tones with
no other colour, a decision had to be taken to print the entire image as a CMYK file (contrary
to current practise of printing most images from an RGB file as a preference) in order to
render these neutral tones with undercolour removal turned on. Once each set of groups and
layers had been colour corrected individually, and proofed for individual colour and their
relation to the global profile. The image could then be proofed again globally and the artist
could check the individual and global changes before the image was printed in an edition of 6
prints, the final image measuring just under 8 feet by 10 feet.
“Typo Topography- Duchamp and Hamiltons Dialogue in Print”- has been published on the
Tate Gallery website through Tate Papers link here.

Alternative colour sets
The introduction of alternative or bespoke colour sets into digital printing
The hypothesis is to investigate the concept for developing an alternative colour set or a
series of alternative colour sets, that might be of benefit for the artist by:
• adding to the existing CMYK colour range; or
• creating separate colour set that correspond to artists colours; as one might mix from
a series of pots or tubes in a studio.
The basis for selecting a colour might be based on the perceived difference of the colour
gamut. When added in equal measures, cmyk inks are designed to provide as close as
possible to the primary spectral colours of red, green and blue, therefore reproducing the
colours we see on computer screen. By removing the cmyk colours from the colour set, we
may reduce some areas of the gamut, but gain in a different part of the colour space. When
printing with traditional artistsʼ pigments, for example in intaglio, screenprint and litho, these
result in a slightly more reduced colour gamut but present other considerations such as
extenders to for translucent colours, the use of white to increase opacity, and the opportunity
to overlayer colour, which cannot be easily undertaken in the inkjet process.
Alternative colours may assist in improving inkjet printing by firstly how colours are
reproduced from what is seen on computer screen: how paintings, for example, can be more
faithfully reproduced in books or as posters (ie. print on demand); and secondly how an artist
makes an inkjet print.
The choice of alternative inkjet colours might be based on looking at the gaps in the current
inkjet colour set. In commercial printing, the objective to expand the printed colour gamut has
been partly addressed through the introduction of Hexachrome inks by adding orange and
green inks. In many inkjet printers, some areas of the colour gamut have also benefited from
the addition of red and blue inks. However, whilst the addition of more process inks does
serve to expand the colour gamut of the printer, it does not wholly address the way an artist
has traditionally mixed and printed colour.
An alternative suggestion is to look at traditional paint colours, measure these pigment
colours and develop colours that more closely relate to an artistsʼ colour palette.
Colour print experiments for alternative colour sets Carinna Parraman
June - July 2005
Whilst cmyk colours are useful for the reproduction of photographic and graphic-images, this
section of the research seeks to investigate whether colours other than cmyk could be used to
develop an alternative colour palette.
The research ultimately aims to address how an artist may better reflect the qualities of over
layering semi translucent layers of ink that are found in other printmaking techniques through
the inkjet process. The initial focus here seeks to examine how the colours viewed on a
computer screen are separated in an RGB colour space to be sent through the printer driver
software to feed to the printers six colour channels (cyan, magenta, yellow, black, light cyan
and light magenta).
A series of print tests were devised and employed to:

identify how the printer driver software divides the RGB colour space to print the
cmyk colours;
• assess how each colour mixes in one pass using a multichannel approach
• to assess how single colours appear when double printed by reregistering the sheet.
The latter is particularly relevant when introducing novel colour sets to establish how colours
are rendered, for example a smooth tonal transition from one colour to the next. This is also of
significance for issues relating to the mixing of colours through double printing.
Tests were conducted on two 24” HP 130nr RGB printers, which have a roll feed and are
capable of printing 2400dpi horizontal resolution and 1400dpi vertical resolution. The printers
use six colours: cyan, magenta, yellow, black, light cyan, light magenta. One machine is
retained so as to print cyan, magenta, yellow, black, light cyan, light magenta inks; the second
printer is used for experimental/novel ink sets.
Although inkjet printers print using cyan, magenta, yellow and black (CMYK), some inkjet
printer drivers are designed to process and print colour from red, green and blue (RGB) colour
data, therefore how a printer converts the colour information from an RGB or CMYK image
file, can affect how colour is printed. As a rule of thumb, photo-printers, small format inkjet
and Epson printers print from RGB colour data, whereas wideformat or printers that work with
RIP hardware or postscript software process CMYK colour data.
This is a particular area of interest and end objective for these tests in determining how the
RGB data is translated, methods for enabling the colorimetric information to be more obvious
and to develop an onscreen to hardcopy process for visualising and printing a
particular colour. The ideal objective would be to have a direct pipeline or visual tuning kit that
could mix or fine tune a 12 colour printer.
•

Printer settings
In order to maintain parity for all prints, the same working space and printer settings are used:
Hardware
PowerBook G4 MAC OS X
Version
10.2.8
Imaging software
Photoshop 7
Colour settings/working space Adobe RGB (1998)
Source Space
Untagged RGB
Print settings
Same as Source
HP Inkjet
HP Printer Driver software
Driver version
2.7.1
Papertype/profile
HP Premium Plus Photo Satin
Quality
Best
Colour
Application Driven Color
Source
Roll
Computer to printer connection USB
Determining colour limits using a six channel print test
The objective is to ascertain how light magenta and light cyan are used as part of the
halftoning process, how the light colours are integrated, and whether it is possible to separate
the channels and use specific RGB values to ʻdriveʼ the print head, to print different colours.
A six pointed star is generated in Photoshop with colour combinations, so that each point
contains 100% values of cyan, magenta, yellow, black, light cyan, light magenta (fig. 1).
Figure 1
The colours are graded so as to fade to a white point in the centre. Three versions are made
to test a range of colour combinations, tonal progression between each colour and colour
mixing (fig. 2).
Figure 2 Each ink set and permutations of ink combinations are printed using this template.
Results
The experiments demonstrated that we can successfully mix, fill the printheads and print

colours. From the use of the six colour test we can determine how colours are driven from an
RGB image to the different colour channels.
The experiments have also demonstrated how by double printing a range of colour
combinations , we can achieve a smooth transition between the inks and can obtain a suitable
colour mix when overprinting. Chroma and density can also be improved through double
printing.
When double printing a bespoke colour set in combination with the existing cmyk colour set,
each of the colour charts offers an extended colour gamut. No one set of mixed inks can
provide a complete extended gamut, but assists in extending the colour in one or two
directions.

Figure 12. Printed twelve pointed star using cmyk inks and a bespoke colour set.
Further objectives
The range of colours that can be achieved through this simple colour mixing approach
suggests a potential for extending the colour sets and for new areas of exploration.
Currently, to print a particular colour, a colour is chosen from a printed colour chart and then
used as a reference to mix an the RGB coordinate in Photoshop. However the colours that
appear on screen do not correspond with the printed colour. The next objective is to use the
colour chart to make a colour profile so that the colours can be accurately previewed on
screen.

Committed to Print Exhibition
Committed to Print Overview
The exhibition and subsequent seminar came about as a result of the Centreʼs ongoing
research into fine art print practice and related creative technology. The commissioning of the
shows 4 main artists and the related seminar specifically came into being as a result of a
dissemination grant that was attached to one of the Centreʼs large AHRC, 3 year grants (title)
2002.
Through the University of the West of Englandʼs links with the Royal West of England
Academy a unique opportunity to exhibit work in its Winterstoke and Sharples galleries came
about. Whilst this offered the possibility of showing the work in a historically acclaimed gallery,
it also afforded a challenge well beyond the initial idea of showing the work of 4 up and
coming artists whose work engaged with new forms of print.

In order to fill the monumental space, further sources were needed to adequately inhabit the
gallery. With these considerations in mind, a number of possibilities were put forward. Firstly a
trawl through the CFPR archives revealed a range of material that could offer the viewer a
historical journey through print with a series of works employing techniques spanning the
industrial revolution to the present. Additionally, woven into this was the possibility of
introducing a range of conceptual themes relating to the content and approach of the works
which spun off such questions as; what constitutes a print, what is the current relationship of
print to painting, sculpture, photography and film and whether new technology allows us to
see things in uniquely new ways. All of these touched on areas addressed by the research
project whilst at the same time linking in with ideas that were felt pertinent to air within the
context of an artists Academy.

The exhibition therefore finally consisted of work drawn from some of the CFPRʼs previous
related projects that have sought to re-appraise near forgotten print related techniques from
new perspectives. Whilst each of these held historical significance, they had also sought to
combine and enrich aspects of digital practice. As well as works selected from the Centreʼs
projects concerning the integration of digital imaging with processes such as the 19th century
collotype technique, photo-ceramic tile prints and enamelling, others were selected from
significant archives such as ʻ20 years of UWE mini printsʼ and the HP Perpetual Portfolio.
Also featured in the exhibition were works from print practitioners either working with, or
associated with the Centre as well as those drawn to it through the nature of its research. One
such artist Richard Hamilton - who has long been associated with cutting edge print
technology- came to the Centre in 2003 to create his print ʻThe Typo Topography of Marcel
Duchampʼs Large Glassʼ. This internationally important work is a culmination of research
undertaken by Hamilton since the 1960s. It combines insights that he gained in translation of
the contents of the Green Box – a facsimile collection of the original hand written notes and
photographs that were used in the conceptual development of The Large Glass. This large
format inkjet print formed a centrepiece for the exhibition and provided a lineage for many of
the pieces in the show that owed allegiance to some of Duchampʼs contributions to modern
art.
In particular Richard Sleeʼs ceramic and enamel printed trowels directly referenced the idea of
the ʻfound objectʼ with its use of a series of ʻoff the shelfʼ plasterers trowels that had been
elaborately decorated with enamel transfer prints, cast ceramic handles and fringing. Other
works also incorporated conceptual strategies of Duchampian origin. For example Paul
Laidlerʼs ʻHere and Thereʼ employed a variation on the ʻfound objectʼ concept (in this case
landscape photos appropriated from a book) to create a visual conundrum around the idea of
photographic truth relating to seemingly first hand landscape piece. Peter Walters work also
revealed references to The Bride (The Large Glass) with his blushing blueprint and 3D
objects, echoing the constructions and diagrams of the Large Glass. Sarah Bodmanʼs own
book works, and those of other book artists included in her collective contribution to the
exhibition also owe allegiance in many cases to Duchamp.

Due to the amount of space in the gallery and the large size of the CFPR inkjet printers
available for the project, the four artists commissioned were not faced with the usual size
constraints when considering the production of their works. One of the curatorial aims of the
exhibition was to reveal how print can be employed as a primary means of expression, rather
than the traditional notion of it taking a secondary more intimate role in relation to painting and
sculpture.
Although Paul Hodgsonʼs work in his recent Malborough Gallery show – Sovereign Rights had
employed a painterly scale, the work he produced for the RWA show additionally increased
the usual life size scale to even more monumental proportions. Susan Collins used the scale
possibility in order to tangibly reveal the pixel written sequence of her images, whilst at the
same time taking advantage of the galleries scale to offer a pixellated abstraction within the
near view- to the photographic resolution of the far view. Scale was also a consideration for
Charlotte Hodes however, her works were somewhat restricted by the combined use of inkjet
with laser cutting. Although the laser cutting extended the amount of detail she normally
gained from decoratively hand cutting her prints, the size of the laser cutting machine actually
limited the print size in comparison to others. Collaborating guest artists Neeta Madahar and
Jo Lansley also produced a large scale modular photographic diptych (Scape) using digital
print to increase the size of the photographic image.

In terms of content and style, the selection of artists was based on the idea of covering a
broad base rather than a similarly related narrow one. In order to reveal something of the
broad scope available from inkjet printing, contrasts between graphic and photographic,
painterly and filmic as well as process and construction were made. These were further offset
by being combined with the broad range of styles and print types in the rest of the show.
These included Steve Hoskins flightless kite, print constructions, Carinna Parramanʼs inkjet,
optical colourfields, Richard Andertonʼs digital collages, Paul Thirkellʼs digital collotype and
intaglio prints and Elizabeth Turrellʼs printed enamel wall pieces. The following transcriptions
from each of the speakers at the symposium offer further insights into the works of the invited
artists Charlotte Hodes, Susan Collins and Paul Hodgson. Also included are Dr Anne
Hammondʼs “ The Photographic perspective and Steve Hoskins The Printmakers perspective
presentations.
Technical Details: Print Production for ʻCommitted to Printʼ
Each of the artists invited to make work for the committed to print exhibition project Paul
Hodgson, Charlotte Hodes, Susan Collins, Neeta Madahar came to Bristol to produce their
works at the CFPR digital studios. The project was co-ordinated by Paul Thirkell and the
printing was assisted by Paul Laidler.
Although a number of printers were available, each of the artists were drawn to the results
provided by a newly commissioned 12 colour printer (HP 3100) which was used throughout
the committed to print project.
The image files supplied by each artist were generated by a range of sources: Paul Hodgson
from a drum scanned, medium format, photographic negative that had undergone extensive
Photoshop manipulation and layering. Charlotte Hodes from a series of drawing scans and
photos digitally collaged. Susan Collins from a screen grab of a 24 hour slice of a pixel written
time lapse video recording.
Neeta Madahar / Jo Lansley from 5x4 photographic transparencies. These were scanned in
Bristol using a local commercial drum scanning facility.
Each of the files supplied was in RGB mode apart from the Madahar and Lansley file which
was drum scanned in CMYK and converted to RGB.
In terms of print scale, each artist was given the possibility of printing as large as the file could
possibly go without losing detail. This option was taken by each of the artists, especially after
considering the vast size of the RWA exhibition space on offer.
To produce the work each of the artists organised a number of day long sessions to work with
the research team. For much of this, Paul Laidlerʼs expertise was used in printing the images
and adjusting the files accordingly to meet the artists intentions. Both Hodgson and Collins
work was adjusted in Photoshop to gain the required colour quality and balance. This was
done mainly through a series of adjustments Layers, selectively altering the pixel information
after viewing the printed proofs.
Madahar and Lansleyʼs work was extensively adjusted using masking layers allowing
Madahar to make specific localised adjustments to the digital file without disturbing other
areas of the image.
Due to the intense colour required and gained through the 12 colour printer, little adjustment
was needed with Hodes printed images. Her work however, underwent a second phase of
processing. This was to convert elements of the image into vector files so that the print could
be laser cut. The work was subsequently fabricated in layers to create the particular print
surface required. Because of limitations of cutting space on the laser cutting machine, Hodes
work was more restricted in size compared to the other works produced.
Whilst Hodgsons images were initially planned to be printed on canvas, considerations
involving the framing method finally resulted in the image being printed on Hahnemuhle Photo
Rag 308gsm paper. Each of the other artists prints were also printed on this paper.

An important consideration for each of the prints to be exhibited was the method of
presentation. Because of the size of both Hodgson and Collins work, conventional framing
methods were ruled out. Also because both artists wished to avoid covering their work with
glass, other options were considered. The solution was found in a special technique of
mounting the print on aluminium and coating the printʼs surface with a clear polyvinyl coating.
This enabled the prints to be viewed in a similar manner to which paintings are hung. This
was particularly apt in Hodgsonʼs case as the prints he had produced made allusions to
painting.
Both Hodes and Madahar/Lansleys work was framed in deep box frames. In hodes case this
allowed the layered prints to hang with a slight space between layers to create extra visual
depth in the print. Madahar and Lansleys two part print also benefited from the frames depth
in its presentation.

Date: Tuesday 12th of June 2007 10am - 3.30pm
Venue: Royal West of England Academy
Presented by Professor Stephen Hoskins and Paul Laidler
Masterclass in association with Committed to Print Symposium
The session was aimed at the professional artist who wished to expand the potential of their
practice into large scale printing using wide format inkjet printers. The session offered a
hands-on opportunity to see how the technology allows artists to work in new ways, these
included; how to process images, different techniques, different types of print including vector
and photomechanical, the effects achieved by printing onto different surfaces and the
advantages of wide format print.

Committed to Print Seminar
Committed to Print Symposium
AHRC grant - A component of the 'Methodologies for the integration of fine art practice and
wide format digital printing'.
The Royal West of England Academy, Bristol
11th of June 2007
The Seminar
A seminar held by Professor Stephen Hoskins and Dr Paul Thirkell of the Centre for Fine Print
Research on the 11th of June 2007. Featuring presentations three of the four invited artists –
Paul Hodgson, Charlotte Hodes and Susan Collins- who produced prints in conjunction with
CFPR specifically for the Committed to Print Exhibition. Also presenting were Paul Thirkell
(the curator of the show), Anne Hammond (CFPR/RCUK Research Fellow in photography)
and Professor Hoskins (CFPR Director). In attendance were key figures invited from a broad
range of related areas of expertise.
This, the last of an ongoing series of seminarʼs and workshops came about as a result of a 3
year AHRC grant- ʻMethodologies for the integration of fine art practice and wide format digital
printingʼ The seminar was held in order to provide a concluding dialogue for the research
project in relation to a cross section of ideas and outcomes generated by the grant.
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Conclusion
Summary of Research Findings
Over the period of time that this research was undertaken, rapid developments were made in
the digital printing world. An increase in the industries focus on the fine art market had come
about, largely through the transition of photography (including high end practice) to digital. As
a consequence, more than ever before, an active recognition of the need to develop the
archival, high quality aspect of ink jet output has arisen. The effects of this transition have
been investigated, processed and reflected during the course of the research project.
Setting baselines for image quality
The initial baseline of quality undertaken to fulfil the aims of this project was primarily based
on the newly introduced pigmented ink compatible printers that from 2000 onward had begun
to retail at prices more affordable to the fine art practitioner. To follow up on the stir created in
the art world over inkjet printing -mainly through the introduction of the Iris printer with its
sumptuous (but largely fugitive) colour qualities- this new generation of pigmented printers
sought to offer the artist a means of creating prints that held similar archival qualities to those
of traditional prints. However, this advantage came at a price- the use of pigments instead of
dyes in the ink had a tendency to reduced the printers colour gamut. Nevertheless, printers
such as the HP Design Jet 5000 and the Epson Stylus Pro 9500, offered artists new
possibilities for printing works of a comparatively ambitious scale at an image resolution that
was potentially hard to match in any of the printing mediums generally available to the artist.
Added to this was the possibility of printing onto fine art style papers. However, each step in
retaining some of the elements traditionally associated with fine art quality, eg pigmented inks
and fine art papers was also found to move the potential image quality away from the
maximum quality demonstrated by the machine under conditions prescribed by the
manufacturer -eg when used in conjunction with specially formulated, (archivally inferior),
glossy, digital papers.
The balance therefore sought by the baseline set out to facilitate a means of gaining the best
quality from the printer within the parameters necessary for achieving museum quality
standards, using medias that reflected those traditionally sought by artists.
As it stood, the technology was equipped with a broad array of options and presets
designed to control standard modes of media. However, these bore little relation the media
sought for use by artists. Therefore, as no standards or instructions had been set within the
field, the research set out to develop methodologies that could take the user past the trial
and error approach and lead them to more reliable starting point.
Paper tests
The testing therefore centred around maximising image quality of the printer – in this case the
HP Design Jet 5000, six colour machine- when used in conjunction with an array of traditional
fine art papers. These included popular printmaking papers such as Somerset textured and
satin papers, Arches papers such as Velin Arches and Arches 88 and some Japanese
papers. As well as printmaking papers, other pure cotton rag papers were also tested; these
consisted mainly of watercolour papers such as Arches watercolour, and Bockingford
watercolour.
Of all traditional rag papers tested, the watercolour papers were found to provide the most
effective results. This appeared to be mainly due to the amount of sizing contained in the
papers fibers in comparison to the printmaking papers that contained less. As has been
established by paper industry paper needs sizing or coating in or on the papers surface to
control the absorption of the fluid quality of the inkjet ink – hence the relative success of the
watercolour papers for the purpose.
To capitalise on the growing demand for fine art style papers that were suitable for inkjet
printing, companies such as Inveresk PLC had begun to develop inkjet compatible papers.
One of the first of these to be produced was the Somerset Enhanced range, released in 1999.

This coincidentally was based on a traditional watercolour paper that had revealed good
results in our preliminary tests. The papers surface however, was further enhanced for inkjet
printing with a special coating to control and maximise the quality of the ink deposit.
With the addition of this, and other bespoke inkjet papers throughout the span of the
research, the palette of traditional style artist papers vastly increased.
Therefore an additional strand of the research was undertaken to test these papers for their
capacities to fulfil the expectations of artists and related museum issues.
As the research progressed, the scope, dominance and quality of specifically designed inkjet
papers reduced the need to incorporate the use of uncoated papers into the process.
Surveying the field
As well as the preliminary applied research used to quantify the wide range of influences
exerted on the image by different image capture, generation, processing and output
combinations, the project sought to develop methods for working with artists to facilitate the
production of artist quality prints. This task was initially carried out in with support from HP
Invent in the form of sponsorship for a project called the Perpetual Portfolio. The project
proved to be an ideal testing ground for the research as it allowed an international selection of
artists to come and work at the Centre to produce a print for inclusion in a portfolio. As well as
putting into action findings developed in the baseline testing, the different working
methodologies required for each artist assisted in identifying a broad range of working
methodologies that could be identified as artist specific requiring the development of
innovative problem solving techniques. The project also engaged with other fine art printers to
gain insights into the digital atelier system that is beginning to emerge within the field.
Maximising colour quality
Throughout the research a number of issues concerning colour were addressed. These
related to maximising the quality for the technology available when used various fine art
medias. For this an investigation of paper profiling was carried out resulting in the creation of
a broad range of paper profiles for coated and uncoated papers identified for use throughout
the project. Whilst the paper profiling was done using standard testing and profiling equipment
in order to maximise the results of industry standard CMYK and RGB colour spaces utilised
by all commercially available inkjet printers, the research also speculated on the possibilities
of using alternative bespoke colour sets.
Extending Colour Quality
Two strands of investigation were used to develop possibilities for exploration. These included
focussing on previous practice outside mainstream printing industries where colours beyond
those of the mainstream CMYK reproduction mode had been used. Included in this
investigation were precedents set by the collotype and screen printing industries where (in the
case of collotype), bespoke continuous tone colour separations were used to more accurately
match the particular colour range of the image to be reproduced. These were often extended
to well beyond four colours to maintain maximum colour fidelity. From the screen printing
sector, the ability to premix, apply and overlap spot colours were also highlighted. The second
strand of the investigation sought to assess how aspects of these techniques may be
integrated into inkjet printing. In order to achieve this, the investigation sought to identify
possibilities that could be pursued through the novel adaption of existing technology. Whilst
the idea of digitally applying bespoke colour separations to an image and printing using the
colours selected was appealing, the resources to write software and rewire machines were
limited. Two approaches however, were developed that enabled new approaches to be
demonstrated that had potential to encompass identified needs of artists.
The first was designed to address areas of weakness highlighted by the research in relation
to inkjet printing when compared to previous artists printing methodologies. One centred on
boosting the intensity of colour quality to match precedents set by other fine art printing
processes such as screenprint and lithography. The other sought to emulate the possibility of
overlaying layers of printed data in tight register –also a characteristic designed to reflect
previous printing methodologies.

Towards the end of the research a method of substituting the printers cmyk colours with other
colour sets was devised with technical assistance from HP. From tests included in this
document some future possibilities for printing with bespoke colour sets are indicated.
Innovative developments
While it had been demonstrated with both Epson and HP wideformat machines that it was
possible to feed a printed sheet any number of times to overlap printed information, it was
found that there was no means of reliably registering the images.
The task therefore involved the modification of the printers paperpath and the installation of a
registration device. This was achieved by rewiring and bypassing the machines inbuilt paper
sensors so that the usual paper loading constraints could be overridden and controlled more
flexibly.
Through successfully developing a method for accurately registering printed sheets the
research was able to look at methods for enhancing the inkjet print quality by intensifying
colour through multiple pass overlays. It also allowed varied layers of image detail to be
overprinted to enhance surface quality and to physically reflect the depth of a virtually layered
image.
The scope of the multipass printing method devised was tested in relation to a number of
aims including the enhancement of monochrome and colour gamuts through the manipulation
densities. Patent? Futher research.
As well as modifying printing hardware, the research was able to apply innovative
methodologies in creating prints from images produced using vector files. This was done
through the use of an unmodified 60” postscript printer and culminated in the production of an
important printed work -“The Typo Typography of Marcel Duchampʼs Large Glass” by British
artist Richard Hamilton. The 2 part print created to the same dimensions as Duchampʼs Large
Glass enabled colour management techniques, developed through the research, to be put
into practice to create one of the largest prints to be produced by the artist. The work is now
held by a number of major museums.
The project also generated a research paper by project team member Paul Thirkell which was
selected for publication in the Tate Gallery research section of their website Tate Papers. As
well as outlining links between Duchamp and Hamilton the paper traces elements of practice
that have become increasingly pertinent to the digital age.
As a result of the production of this work, ongoing links have continued with the artist and the
CFPR that have extended well beyond the duration and scope of this project. Related outputs
include the collaborative CFPR/HP development of a special inkjet canvas for the artist as
well as subsequent print productions.
Seminars
Throughout the project seminars were held with the aim of disseminating the findings of the
research to various sectors of the field. They also served to feed back valuable information
into the project through the insights and ideas generated and gained by each event.
The first of these was run at the Bristol Centre for Architecture where a combined seminar
and exhibition was held. This event focussed on the perpetual portfolio residency programme,
providing technical and conceptual insights into the work on display from the perspective of a
selection of the artists and the projects researchers. The event was aimed at artists and
curators and valuable discussion about the work and the precedents set by the introduction of
digital printing into the canon of fine art ensued.
The second seminar targeted a slightly different audience, inviting technicians lecturers an
practitioners working within the field of digital print. This seminar aimed at providing an open
forum for imparting insights and best practice in relation to equipment available and
assessing it in terms of the needs of the fine artist, especially in relation to art education.
The third and final seminar was held at the Royal West of England Academy and was centred
around the work shown in the projectʼs ʻCommitted to Printʼ Exhibition. Three of the four
artists whose work was produced for the exhibition in collaboration with the projects
researchers were invited to make presentations.
Each of these seminars generated valuable data and debate which has fed into the research.

Exhibitions
A number of exhibitions were held to disseminate ideas about the state of the art of digital
print over the duration of the project. Both the early exhibitions came about through invitations
to present shows at overseas venues. As both Hungary and Argentina have strong graphic
art and print traditions it was felt that each location offered valuable opportunities to present
work based around the dialogue and debate relating to digital print. The exhibition held in
Buenos Aries featured the works from the Perpetual Portfolio which had included two
prominent Argentinian printmakers.
The publication of a catalogue for this exhibition also enabled case studies and findings
relating to the project to be disseminated during the exhibition. Additionally as a part of the
exhibition, Hewlett Packard had made it possible to present a demonstration of wide format
printing by shipping a printer to the venue.
The exhibition New Directions in Print held at the substantially spaced Centre for Fine Art
Miskolc, Hungary allowed a two part overview of digital practice to be presented. This first
part of the exhibition featured large digital works from members of the CFPR and the second
part a ʻBorderless Stateʼ curated by Paul Thirkell from the CFPR featured works by artists
from Norway, Sweden, Argentina UK and Australia. This selection accompanied by a
catalogue essay by Thirkell explored ideas surrounding the capacity of digital artwork to jump
traditional divides encompassing concepts that extend beyond those traditionally associated
with print.The event received comprehensive press coverage and was well attended.
The projects final exhibition was held at the Royal West of England Academy. This exhibition
was also curated by Paul Thirkell. It featured the work of the four artists work commissioned
for the exhibition as well as other digital works that had been produced at the CFPR over the
course of the research. The very large exhibition space allocated enabled other works to be
shown that built up a surrounding context to the show. These included digital hybrid works in
mediums other than ink jet, showing how pervasive the use of digital imaging has become for
artists. Also, despite the many types of activities that fall under the umbrella of digital, another
particular aim of the exhibition sought through its title ʻCommitted to printʼ to focus on a notion
of an end product or fixed output . This position was taken to in direct opposition to the
tendency of digital to be ephemeral by nature. Being represented in an unfixed state via
monitor or through printed reproduction in any form needed for distribution. This exhibition
sought to examine how the artists message interacts with the materiality of a chosen medium.
ʻCan the all digital approach to print maintain and extend the rich diversity previously
associated with analogue printing? As observed, over the period of this research, a number of
important developments have been made. Whilst the early stages of the research struggled
with unpredictable and often confusing workflow systems, a number of these issues have
been recognised and resolved by inkjet manufacturers. Midway through the research CFPR
director Stephen Hoskins was invited along with Ian Cartwright from the Print Room and a
number of other well respected practitioners to meet with HP at their Barcelona headquarters
to discuss the fine art needs of digital printing. As a result of their input the new generation of
HP wideformat printers have overcome many of the earlier fine art specific difficulties. This is
not an isolated incidence; other manufacturers such as Epson and Canon have also focussed
on more substantially fulfilling the needs of the fine artist.
As well as printers, the range of fine art papers has also increased. A far broader range of
papers now exist on the market that have begun to reflect the diversity previously on offer to
the analogue printmaker. Whether or not they are as archivally stable as their predecessors
only time will tell. Despite early claims of their parity with traditional papers a number of
museums and practitioners reported during the research alarming changes to the paper and
image, especially when framed. This occurrence however, for the moment, seems to have
been stabilised with the apparent development of new paper formulations.
Whilst colour quality and ink density has vastly improved with the new generation of printers,
the surface quality of a print can only be influenced by the paper quality rather than the ink (as
is often evident in traditional print processes). Through the results of the modification of a
printer to print multiple passes of ink on paper in tight register the research has indicated the
possibility of a new multi-layered aesthetic for inkjet.

As well as this, much evidence was gained throughout the project about how an artist may
attempt to personalise the generic surface quality of inkjet printing. Hybridising inkjet by
combining it with other printing processes or with special hand cutting and laser cutting
techniques have been documented through the research.
It is debateable however, how useful it may be to add the element of ink and layering
physicality to a standard inkjet printers capacity. As demonstrated in the research, this
capacity already can be gained by enterprising artists who wish to pursue this aspect of their
practice. The production of specialist machines specifically designed to fulfil the artists needs
is a possibility that may assist in extending the creative possibilities of the inkjet print. This
issue continues to be discussed and has generated interest from major inkjet manufacturers.
Another emerging possibility lies in rapid prototype inkjet printing which as well as offering the
capacity of printing fully coloured 3D objects also allows 2D objects to be assigned
topographical surfaces.
Currently the high resolution and colour capacities inherent in high-end, wideformat printers
offers the artist an unprecedented range of graphic techniques that can be convincingly
simulated in hardcopy. Although the art of collage has been used by printmakers for some
time as a composition and layout technique, the unprecedented level of image resolution now
available inkjet printing offers the possibility of reignighting the ʻspark between alien realitiesʼ
spoken of by Ernst in his 1920ʼs reflections on the original intentions of collage. The graphic
gesture can be effectively combined and contrasted with photographic reality in the same
image without being compromised by the printing process. For the photographer, inkjet
printing has now gone beyond a simulation of former photographic standards, with its colour
gamut surpassing that of colour analogue photography.
Despite its value for extending the photographic gamut, the use of the extended CMYK colour
reproduction mode used by inkjet printers can still be problematic. For aspects of industry
where a very specific spot colour is needed, current CMYK mixing modes are frequently
unable to provide the colour accuracy needed. This inconsistency also impinges on artistic
practice. In projecting how an artistʼs specific colour mixing requirements may be more
precisely met, the research has established methodologies that can assist the approach to
printing with bespoke colour sets. The success of this development has generated further
funding for the CFPR and research in refining the technique continues.
In conclusion, the research undertaken for this project has developed and demonstrated how
inkjet printing may preserve a gamut of established characteristics associated with fine art
print, while also expanding upon the scope of current digital systems. Therefore, the
conclusion drawn from the research indicates that the all digital approach to print can
maintain and extend the rich diversity previously associated with analogue printing

